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Abstract

A DYNAMIC GRAPH MODEL FOR REPRESENTING STREAMING TEXT
DOCUMENTS

Elizabeth Leeds Hohman, PhD

George Mason University, 2008

Dissertation Director: Dr. Edward J. Wegman

This work presents new techniques for representing an evolving stream of text doc-

uments. Text processing is traditionally performed on a fixed corpus of documents

by representing the documents as vectors in a high-dimensional space with each di-

mension corresponding to a different word in the lexicon. The lexicon is formed by

the set of unique words in the corpus. The vector entries are equal to the counts of

the word in the document and often weighted by the inverse of the probability of the

corresponding word occurring in a document. The probability of word occurrence,

also called the document frequency, is needed in order to create document vectors

which emphasize the informative words in each document.

In order to apply statistical text processing techniques to a changing corpus of doc-

uments, a generalization of the vector space model is introduced. The generalization

relies on managing a changing lexicon of words and approximating the probability of

word occurrence over documents in the document stream. The methods presented

here can be used to represent any new document as a vector, including documents

that contain words that have not been seen previously in the document stream.



Additionally, this work presents a graph model for representing a dynamic corpus

of text documents. The graph model differs from other methods for text clustering

which act on a fixed corpus of documents. The vertices in the graph represent top-

ics and evolve as the document stream changes. The vertices contain statistics on

documents of a similar topic. Each vertex has an associated lexicon and document

frequency which can be used to provide information about the document stream. The

graph model is demonstrated on a dataset of news articles collected over several years.



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Summary

Some of the most commonly used methods for text processing date back to the 1970’s.

Although the history is controversial, the underlying principles for the vector space

model for representing text documents originated during this time1. Current ap-

proaches to the statistical analysis of text are based on these methods. Text doc-

uments are represented as vectors using methods developed over 30 years ago, but

the algorithms applied to those vectors have changed over time. The various machine

learning techniques applied to the vector space representation of text documents have

included k-nearest neighbor classification [Masand et al., 1992], decision trees [Apte

et al., 1994], neural networks [Ng et al., 1997, Wiener et al., 1995], support vector

machines [Joachims, 1998], and Bayesian methods [Koller and Sahami, 1997, Baker

and McCallum, 1998,Blei et al., 2003,McCallum and Nigam, 1998], to name a few.

In all of these cases, the vectors were created from a fixed corpus of text documents.

The work presented here addresses the issue of applying text processing to an evolv-

ing corpus of documents. This is necessary due in part to the fact that the amount

of electronically available text has increased over time. Additionally, the nature of

1The vector space model is first explained in full in Gerard Salton’s 1983 text “Introduction to
Modern Information Retrieval” [Salton and McGill, 1983]. However, it is often cited with a reference
to a 1975 paper that does not exist. For an interesting history of the vector space model and this
non-existent paper, see [Dubin, 2004], “The Most Influential Paper Gerard Salton Never Wrote”.
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the text has changed as well. Examples include emails, weblogs, and other short

and relatively unstructured text sources. These sources differ from the traditional

assumption of one static corpus of research articles or other fairly homogeneous set of

documents. Therefore, it is more appropriate to consider an evolving corpus of text

instead of a static corpus to which some text processing algorithms are applied in or-

der to make conclusions on that corpus alone. For example, consider news articles in

time and the task of clustering them by topic. Since new articles can be obtained ev-

ery day (or every hour if desired), some methods are needed for online text processing.

There are several areas of text processing that are usually applied to a static corpus,

but can be modified for an evolving corpus. These include: text classification, cluster-

ing, summarization, and text data mining. Text classification or text categorization

is the task of assigning a document to one of several pre-specified classes. There

are many effective methods for classifying a corpus of text documents into a set of

pre-defined categories. A detailed overview of text categorization is provided by [Se-

bastiani, 2002]. Text clustering refers to the unsupervised learning task of organizing

data into groups when the class labels are not specified beforehand (see [Dhillon and

Modha, 2000,Cutting et al., 1992,Lin et al., 1991,Rennison, 1994]). Text summariza-

tion2 refers to automatically extracting or creating a summary for a document (see

[Salton et al., 1996]). Text data mining, sometimes called literature based discovery,

is a relatively recent text processing task that refers to discovering new, previously

undocumented associations in a corpus of text documents [Ganiz et al., 2006].

2Any text summarization discussed here simply refers to finding words or phrases to characterize
a document or set of documents. True text summarization is an area of natural language process-
ing. The difference between the simple tasks of information retrieval discussed here and the more
challenging efforts of natural language processing is discussed briefly in Section 1.2.
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These four tasks can be thought of in terms of the possible methods for evaluating

the algorithms’ performance. Text classification is straightforward in the sense that

there exist some benchmark data sets with class labels associated with each document

and classification techniques can be compared using these data. There is much less

consensus on methods for evaluating clustering techniques and this applies to text

clustering. Clustering methods can be applied to labeled datasets to determine the

effectiveness on those data, but there are still many open questions concerning how

to evaluate the results. It is easy to imagine the difficulty in judging the accuracy of

a text summarization, but simple metrics can be applied when the summarization is

simply the assigning of a phrase or label to a document (for example, measuring the

overlap of a news article’s title and the assigned phrase). Automatic text discovery

faces many difficulties of evaluation such as determining whether the discoveries are

valid. Some of these issues are discussed in [Ganiz et al., 2006] while an extensive dis-

cussion of the problems associated with vetting automated discoveries can be found

in [Kostoff et al., 2008].

All of the above tasks are typically performed on a static corpus of documents. More-

over, the documents are usually of the same type such as a corpus of research articles,

or news articles, or newsgroup postings. There are widely accepted approaches to

dealing with text data when the corpus is specified and available at the start of the

task. Some of these approaches are explained in Section 1.2.1. There is less agreement

on reasonable approaches when the corpus is continuously changing or growing. The

processing of a growing corpus of documents will be referred to here as streaming

3



document processing, meaning that text documents are presented in time and the

text processing methods do not have quick access to past documents. Many of the

approaches developed for a fixed corpus must be modified in the case of a streaming

corpus. These are explained in Chapter 2. Additionally, benchmark datasets are

not available in this case. More importantly, performance is difficult to assess since

standard techniques do not exist with which to make comparisons.

The Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) program [Allan, 2002] refers to the task of

clustering documents in this streaming or evolving environment as cluster detection.

As discussed in the introductory chapter of [Allan, 2002], determining that a new

cluster should be created and evaluating the results of clustering in this context is a

difficult and ongoing research area.

Streaming document processing is not the same as “streaming text”. In the case of

streaming text, the text is being presented in a streaming manner with no delineation

between chunks of text. For example, someone typing at a keyboard or transcripts

from conversations or news feeds is typically what one means by streaming text. In

this case, the processing occurs as each word is presented and before the full document

is available. Each word or phrase can be thought of as an observation. In the case

of streaming documents, each document is considered an observation. The document

may be a news article, an email, a weblog entry, or some other text observation. Any

processing is performed on the full document.

The term “streaming data” usually refers to high volumes of data, but this work does

4



not specifically address the computational complexity of dealing with high volumes

of data. The volumes of text data that can be considered as streaming document

sources can vary greatly. News articles can be collected in several hundred to thou-

sand per day while emails occur at several hundred per day (for an individual) to

several thousand a day (at a server). Web postings may be in many thousands or

even millions per day if one considers weblogs, newsgroups, chats, and other sources.

Other cases of streaming documents include incidence reports at a major computer

vendor, air traffic reports, and hospital admittance reports (for detecting outbreaks).

These are all examples of streaming documents that can range from several hundreds

to thousands to millions per day depending on the level of data collection.

The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of some traditional approaches

to statistical text processing. This includes an explanation of the methods used to

represent a text document with a high-dimensional vector. The application of stan-

dard dimensionality reduction techniques to text vectors is discussed. A fixed corpus

of documents comprised of the reference articles from this dissertation is presented

and used to illustrate the dimensionality reduction techniques.

Chapter 2 presents methods for approximating the vector space representation for an

evolving corpus of text. Chapter 3 introduces a graph model approach to processing

an evolving text collection. The graph model allows for a stream of text documents

to be summarized without necessitating the storage or repeated access of past docu-

ments. Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of the streaming vector space model and the

graph model on a corpus of news articles collected from GoogleTMNews over several

5



years. Chapter 5 provides conclusions and a discussion of areas of future research.

Algorithms and code can be found in the Appendix.

1.2 Statistical Text Processing Fundamentals

This work focuses on modifications to some standard Information Retrieval (IR) meth-

ods for application to an evolving corpus of text. The separation between IR and

statistical Natural Language Processing (NLP) is nebulous; there are some methods

that fall under both categories. However, statistical NLP tends to deal with more

challenging questions. For an excellent overview of statistical NLP, see [Manning and

Schütze, 1999]. The methodology presented here uses a simple vector space model

for text. Under this model, each document is treated as a “bag-of-words” and word

order within the document is lost. This simple approach can produce an effective

representation for straightforward tasks such as classifying documents.

The set of documents is called the corpus and the set of all words occurring in the

corpus is called the lexicon. In the vector space model, each document is represented

as a vector in a high dimensional space with each dimension corresponding to a dif-

ferent word in the lexicon. The details of the vector space model are described in

the next section including the most common method for weighting words in order to

create the vectors for each document. The most common method for defining the

similarity between documents is also explained.
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Vector space representations of text documents are usually sparse since any one doc-

ument typically contains only a small number of words while the lexicon formed by

the corpus can have tens of thousands of words.3 These vectors are often projected

to a lower dimensional space and some of these dimensionality reduction techniques

are explained in Section 1.3.2. Alternatively, some classification procedures such as

support vector machines, which scale well to high-dimensional data, have been shown

to work well with text data [Joachims, 1998]. Any classification or clustering tech-

nique can be applied to the vector representation of the documents. The success

of the technique will depend not only on its suitability for the task but also on the

effectiveness of the document encoding. Methods for weighting vector entries in order

to emphasize important words in the vector are explained in Section 1.2.2.

In Section 1.3, some basic methods are explained that can be applied to a fixed corpus

of documents in order to reduce the dimensionality of the vector space. Examples

are given of visualizing text data by projecting it to a lower dimensional space. The

example data is corpus of documents consisting of a subset of references from this

dissertation. The methods in Section 1.3.2 are explained in order to illustrate the

variety of approaches that can be used on text data. However, the main contribution

of this work is not to apply existing methods to new data but to extend the vector

space method to a corpus of continuously arriving text documents. This is explained

in Chapter 2.

3When using vector representations in the original space (without first performing dimensionality
reduction), one should consider using a sparse matrix package since matrices made of the text vectors
are large and sparse.
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1.2.1 Vector Space Model for Text

Most text clustering and categorization methods use a vector space representation

of documents [Salton and McGill, 1983]. Each document is represented as a vector,

xd ∈ R
L, d = 1, ..., D where D is the number of documents in the corpus and L is

the number of words in the lexicon. Each dimension of the vector corresponds to a

different word in the lexicon. Let xdj be the jth entry of xd. Its value depends on

the number of times the jth word in the lexicon occurs in document d and is usually

scaled by the rate of occurrence of the word in the corpus.

This representation is referred to as a “bag-of-words” approach since all information

about word order within the documents is lost. Even so, the approach can be effec-

tive. In an attempt to preserve some word order information, a bi-gram approach is

sometimes taken where each two consecutive words are used as additional tokens in

the lexicon and as dimensions in the vector space. This can be extended to n-grams

where any number of consecutive terms can be used. Of course this greatly increases

the size of the lexicon and may not improve the performance of the analysis method

due to the large increase in dimensionality.

There are several routine pre-processing techniques such as applying a stop-list, stem-

ming, and stripping. A stop-list is a list of terms that are considered to be free of

content. A stop-list might include words such as “and”, “the”, “but”, etc. Stan-

dard stop-lists can be downloaded from the Internet. Alternatively, a stop-list might

contain words specifically targeted to the task at hand. For example, the word “dis-

sertation” might be unimportant if processing a database of dissertations or the word

8



“AND” might be important if the document is about AND-gates. Unlike most of the

other aspects of text processing mentioned here, creating a stop-list assumes that the

language in which the documents are written is known and understood. Instead of

applying a stop-list, one can hope that the frequency-based word weighting neutral-

izes the effect of content-free words. Alternatively, a threshold can be applied to the

words in each document so that words with weights below the threshold are removed

from the document. A method for determining such a threshold for a corpus of docu-

ments without having prior knowledge of the classes of those documents is explained

in [Leeds and Marchette, 2005a]. No stop-lists were used in the work presented here.

Since the number of words in the lexicon is in the tens of thousands, a savings of a

few hundred words from a stop-list was not thought to be worthwhile.

Stemming refers to removing the suffix from words in an attempt to map words to

their root word [Lovins, 1968]. The words “run”, “running”, and “runs” would all

be mapped to the root word “run”. The benefits of stemming are a reduction in

the length of the final lexicon and a reduction in noise since closely related words

are combined into one word. The Porter stemming algorithm [Porter, 1997] was

used in this work. The Perl version written by Martin Porter was downloaded from

http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/perl.txt.

Stripping refers to removing non-alphabetic characters from the documents before

creating the final lexicon. All documents in this work had non-alphabetic characters

removed. As easily imagined, this reduces the size of the lexicon and without this

step, the noise in the data makes it difficult to successfully perform even simple text

9



processing tasks.

Suppose a corpus of D documents contains L terms in its lexicon. Then a term-

document matrix is a L×D matrix with columns representing documents and rows

representing terms. The term-document matrix is a widely-used representation in in-

formation retrieval. In this work, the transpose of the term-document matrix will be

used so that rows correspond to documents and columns correspond to terms. This

will be referred to as the document-term matrix, a D × L matrix.

The term-document matrix entries typically represent the number of times a term ap-

pears in a document. Term-document matrices are sparse matrices and often sparse

matrix representation techniques are used in text mining tasks. Usually, documents

are represented by a scaled form of the counts in order to increase the effect of impor-

tant words and decrease the effect of unimportant words. For example, the word that

occurs the most in a document is not necessarily an important word. (The word “the”

might, and often does, occur more than any other word.) Word weighting techniques

such as term frequency inverse document frequency, or TFIDF, are used to weight

words by their importance and is explained in the following section.

1.2.2 Frequency-Based Word Weighting

In the vector representation of a document, the jth entry of the vector depends on

the number of times the jth word in the lexicon occurred in the document. The value

is usually the count of the word in the document multiplied by a word weight which

10



is inversely proportional to the frequency of the word in the corpus. This results in

high-frequency but context-independent words such as “the”, “and”, etc. having low

values.

There are several variations of frequency-based word weighting, but the most popular

is TFIDF, or Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [Salton and McGill, 1983].

Let TFij be the number of times word j occurs in document i (the ij entry in the

document-term matrix).4 Let IDFj be the inverse document frequency of word j in

the corpus. That is,

IDFj =
D

bj

where D is the number of documents in the corpus and bj is the number of documents

that contain word j. Then the entries of xi, the vector representation of document i,

are given by

xij = TFij log(IDFj), j = 1, . . . , L. (1.1)

That is, the TFIDF values become the entries of xi, the L-dimensional vector repre-

sentation of document i.

The effect of the IDF term is to weight the term frequencies by an importance mea-

sure. In this way, words that may have a high term frequency in a document but also

occur in every document (such as “and”, or “the”) get set to zero. This effect is often

useful in the case where one does not want to apply a stop list. The IDF term also

4
TFij is called the “term frequency” in information retrieval, where “frequency” refers to the

English definition of the word. That is, it is equal to the number of times the word occurs in the
document and is not divided by the number of words in the document.
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increases the value for words that are rarely seen in the corpus. A word that occurs

only a few times in a document, but is a rare words in the corpus, will receive a high

weight in the TFIDF representation. Finally, since the inverse document frequency is

greater than or equal to one, all entries of the vector representation of the documents

are in R
+.

In adopting the terminology of TFIDF, the phrase document frequency will be used

to refer to a measure given to each word in the lexicon and equal to the proportion

of documents in the corpus that contain that word at least once. For word j, the

document frequency, DFj, is the proportion of documents that have used word j and

can also be thought of as the probability that a new document will use word j. In

Section 2.3, methods are introduced for approximating the document frequency in

the case of an evolving corpus.

In addition to TFIDF, there are other frequency based word weighting approaches.

One is the mutual information based approach of [Lin and Pantel, 2002] and [Pan-

tel and Lin, 2002]. However, TFIDF is the most commonly used word weighting

technique and provides a significant benefit in document representation. The word

weighting allows a document’s informative words to be emphasized while reducing the

contribution from high-occurring, but unimportant words. It also results in vectors in

R
+ which allows for a simple method of measuring the similarity between documents

(explained in the Section 1.2.3). In Chapter 4, it is shown that using only a few

words from a document, where the words are chosen based on their TFIDF values,

can provide an overview of the document topic.
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1.2.3 A Measure of Document Similarity

Typically, the similarity between documents is determined by measuring the cosine

of the angle between the vector representations of the documents [Salton and McGill,

1983]. Since under the TFIDF representation the vector entries are in R
+, the cosine

of the angle between any two documents will be in [0, 1]. Documents that lie close to

each other in document space will have a similarity measure close to one. Let xa and

xb be the vector representations of documents a and b. Then

s(xa,xb) =
xa · xb

|xa||xb|
(1.2)

is used as a measure of similarity between the documents. This measure is often

transformed into a dissimilarity measure (by using 1− s for example). In the graph

model presented in Chapter 3, the similarity is used and referred to as the cosine

similarity.

Using a cosine measure of dissimilarity instead of a Euclidean distance measure is

sensible for several reasons. First, only the direction of the vectors contribute to

the similarity measure. Thus, longer documents with the same content will have the

same contribution in the cosine measure (since it is only the angle between documents

that is measured). For normalized vectors, the Euclidean distance will give the same

ranking as the cosine similarity, but using cosine similarity allows one to proceed

without normalizing the vectors. To see this, note that for unit length vectors in R
n,
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the cosine similarity is

s(x,y) = x · y

=
n∑

i=1

xiyi

(1.3)

while the Euclidean distance is

‖x− y‖ =

√
√
√
√

n∑

i=1

(xi − yi)2

=

√
√
√
√

n∑

i=1

(x2
i + y2

i − 2xiyi)

=

√
√
√
√

n∑

i=1

x2
i +

n∑

i=1

y2
i − 2

n∑

i=1

xiyi

=

√
√
√
√2(1−

n∑

i=1

xiyi).

(1.4)

Therefore, listing the pairwise similarities from 1.3 in increasing order will be identical

to a decreasing ordering of the pairwise distances from 1.4.

1.3 Text Processing Methods for a Fixed Corpus

As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are many standard classification and clustering

techniques that can be applied to text data. Once the text documents have been

represented as vectors, one can apply simple classification methods such as k-nearest
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neighbors or more complex methods such as neural networks or support vector ma-

chines. Support vector machines have received a great deal of attention as classifica-

tion techniques for text since they are touted as effective for high-dimensional data.

A review of support vector machines for text categorization is presented in [Joachims,

1998]. An excellent, and comprehensive text on the subject of statistical natural lan-

guage processing is [Manning and Schütze, 1999].

Often the goal is to classify text into categories where the classification may be bi-

nary (classifying emails as “spam” or “not spam”) or there may be several classes

where class membership is not necessarily exclusive. Of course the effectiveness of any

classification technique relies heavily on the appropriate vector representation of the

documents. The vector representation must allow for the classification techniques to

distinguish between differences in the data. One of the benefits of using the TFIDF

word weighting in the vector representation is that it results in common and content-

free words being down-weighted while rare and informative words receive increased

weight. For classifying email as spam, one may only need to determine the presence

of certain key words or the percentage of a document that uses symbols or capital

letters. For classifying documents into several classes, there may be a subset of the

lexicon that can be used to separate the classes. Often, in addition to using single

words, bi-grams (two consecutive words) or n-grams (n consecutive words) are also

used as tokens in the lexicon in order to capture more meaning and semantics in the

data.

It is not the focus of this work to compare text classification methods or to apply them
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to a new corpus, but rather to describe a novel method for extending the vector space

model in order to use these methods on a corpus that is continuously changing. This

is explained in Chapter 2. In this section, some dimensionality reduction techniques

are explained that will be called “spectral methods” since they provide information

through the spectral decomposition of matrices created from the data. Some of these

methods are standard statistical methods such as principal components analysis and

multidimensional scaling while a well-known spectral method developed specifically

for text, latent semantic indexing, is also described. In addition, a graph-based spec-

tral method called spectral graph projection is briefly introduced (the technique is

explained in detail in Chapter 3). For illustrative purposes, multidimensional scaling

and spectral graph projection are applied to a dataset of reference articles from this

dissertation.

1.3.1 A Corpus of Reference Articles

A corpus of documents was created from a subset of the references papers listed in the

Bibliography. The first attempt to create the dataset included running pdftotext

on a folder which contained the available pdf files for the references. This resulted in

most of the references being incorrectly converted with some converted files as binary

and others handling spaces in such a way that the conversion was useless (so that

either all words in any line became connected as one word or a space was placed

between every letter). In order to have text files that were useful, either the file

was saved as text using Adobe Acrobat, or when that failed, the postscript file (if

available) was saved and then converted to text using ps2ascii. For a few files, even
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ps2ascii failed and in some of those cases, when available, the text was cut from the

converted postscript provided by Google.

Additionally, there were some files that never existed in pdf format. For example,

[Dubin, 2004] and [Porter, 1997] were downloaded as text files5,6. The book [Allan,

2002] was not available in electronic format, but a text file was created containing the

abstract from each of the chapters of the book. These abstracts were collected from

the ACM Portal7.

Finally, all references were removed from the converted text files. This step was taken

so that the resulting projection would not be heavily biased by articles which included

the same references. References often contain rare words (the authors’ names) and

therefore can greatly influence the resulting projection.

The figures in Section 1.3.2 display the reference articles colored by classes which

were assigned by hand. Many references actually belong to multiple classes (such as

text processing and spectral methods, for example). The classes used in the figures

are an attempt to assign a single class to each document.

The forty references along with their file names and full titles are listed in Table 1.1.

The full details of the references can be found in the Bibliography.

5http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G1-125151308.html
6http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/def.txt
7http://portal.acm.org
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Table 1.1: Corpus of Reference Articles

Title Label

1 Topic detection and tracking: event-based information
organization

allen02topic

2 Towards Language Independent Automated Learning of
Text Categorization Models

apte94towards

3 Distributional clustering of words for text classification baker98distributional

4 Latent Semantic Indexing is an Optimal Special Case of
Multidimensional Scaling

bartell92latent

5 Using Linear Algebra for Intelligent Information Re-
trieval

berry94using

6 Finding topics in dynamical text: application to chat line
discussions

bingham01finding

7 Latent Dirichlet allocation blei03latent

8 Scatter-gather: A cluster-based approach to browsing
large document collections

cutting92scattergather

9 Mistake-Driven Learning in text Categorization dagan97mistakedriven

10 Indexing by Latent Semantic Analysis deerwester90indexing

11 A Data-Clustering Algorithm on Distributed Memory
Multiprocessors

dhillon00dataclustering

12 Co-clustering documents and words using bipartite spec-
tral graph partitioning

dhillon01coclustering

13 The most influential paper Gerard Salton never wrote dubin04most

14 Recent Advances in Literature Based Discovery ganiz06recent

15 The Challenges of Automatic Summarization hahn00challenges

16 Latent semantic analysis and fiedler embeddings hendrickson06latent

17 A Dynamic Adaptive Self-Organizing Hybrid Model for
Text Clustering

hung03dynamic

18 A probabilistic analysis of the Rocchio algorithm with
TFIDF for text categorization

joachims97probabilistic

19 Text categorization with support vector machines: learn-
ing with many relevant features

joachims98text

20 Hierarchically classifying documents using very few words koller97hierarchically

21 Concept discovery from text lin02concept

22 A self-organizing semantic map for information retrieval lin91selforganizing

23 Development of a Stemming Algorithm” lovins68development

24 Classifying news stories using memory based reasoning masand92classifying

25 A comparison of event models for Naive Bayes text clas-
sification

mccallum98comparison

26 TOPIC ISLANDS - A Wavelet-Based Text Visualization
System

miller98topic

27 Some applications of Laplace eigenvalues of graphs mohar97some

28 On spectral clustering: Analysis and an algorithm ng01spectral

continued on next page
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Table 1.1: continued

Title Label

29 Feature selection, perceptron learning, ... for text cate-
gorization

ng97feature

30 Discovering word senses from text pantel02discovering

31 An algorithm for suffix stripping porter97algorithm

32 Galaxy of News: An Approach to Visualizing
. . . Expansive News Landscapes

rennison94galaxy

33 The principal component analysis of a graph and its re-
lationships to spectral clustering

saerens04principal

34 Automatic text decomposition using text segments and
text themes

salton96automatic

35 BoosTexter: A Boosting-based System for Text Catego-
rization

schapire00boostexter

36 Boosting and Rocchio applied to text filtering schapire98boosting

37 Machine learning in automated text categorization sebastiani02machine

38 Semantic thumbnails: a novel method for summarizing
document collections

sengupta04semantic

39 A neural network approach to topic spotting wiener95neural

40 Efficient streaming text clustering zhong05efficient

1.3.2 Spectral Methods

The methods described here can all be referred to as “spectral methods” since they

provide information through the spectral decomposition (or eigen decomposition) of

a matrix constructed from the data. One method developed specifically for text is

latent semantic indexing (LSI) which uses the singular value decomposition of the

term-document matrix directly [Deerwester et al., 1990]. Alternatively, the term-

document matrix can be used to obtain vector representations of the documents

(using TFIDF weighting) and a distance matrix can be created using those vectors

(using a cosine measure). Then, multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) can be used on that

distance matrix. Similarly, some graph methods use the spectral decomposition of

matrices created from the graph-based distances of the data. These methods can be
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applied to text data in a variety of ways and combinations. A comparison of spectral

methods applied to a corpus of articles from the Science News is provided in [Leeds

and Marchette, 2005b].

The most well-known spectral method is principal components analysis (PCA) which

uses the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to project the data in the directions

of greatest variance and can be used for dimensionality reduction. When the data

exhibit a linear relationship in Euclidean space, PCA can be used to reduce the di-

mensionality without losing information. However, when the data are nonlinearly

related, PCA may fail to effectively reduce the dimensionality. In this case, methods

such as kernel PCA can be used if a kernel can be found to project the data into a

higher dimensional space where there is a linear relationship.

Another closely related spectral method is classical multidimensional scaling (MDS)

which uses the spectral decomposition of a dissimilarity matrix to project the data

into fewer dimensions while attempting to preserve the dissimilarities between data

points. This is a global dimensionality reduction technique in which the dissimi-

larities between distant points are preserved as well as those between close points.

Alternatively, there are many local techniques such as Local Linear Embedding (LLE)

[Roweis and Saul, 2000] and IsoMap [Tenenbaum et al., 2000] which make local linear

approximations to an underlying manifold on which the data are assumed to lie.

Suppose the data are xi ∈ R
d, i = 1, . . . , n. Then PCA uses the spectral decomposi-

tion of a d × d covariance matrix while MDS uses the spectral decomposition of an
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n×n dissimilarity matrix. If the Euclidean distance is used to create the dissimilarity

matrix, these methods will yield the same results [Gower, 1966].

It is interesting to see that an approach as simple as applying MDS to a dissimilarity

matrix created from the angle between TFIDF vectors can result in a 2-dimensional

projection exhibiting cluster structure. In [Leeds and Marchette, 2005b], PCA and

MDS are applied to TFIDF vectors of articles from Science News. It is shown that

some separation of classes is apparent in the low-dimensional representations. Addi-

tionally, a graph is used to represent the relationships between articles and the spectral

graph projection is shown to exhibit the most cluster structure in a low-dimensional

representation of the data. This is because the graph is used to emphasize the rela-

tionship between close documents. The details of spectral graph projection are given

in Section 3.4.1

1.3.2.1 Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent Semantic Indexing or Latent Semantic Analysis (LSI or LSA ) is a method

developed specifically for text mining (see [Deerwester et al., 1990]). This is an appli-

cation of singular value decomposition to the term-document matrix which reduces

the noise in the term-document matrix while providing a semantically relevant pro-

jection of the documents and terms. Let X be the t× d term-document matrix for t

terms and d documents. Using singular value decomposition, X can be written as

X = T0S0D0 (1.5)
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where T0 is the matrix of left singular vectors, S0 is the diagonal matrix of singular

values, and D0 is the matrix of right singular vectors. The diagonal elements of S0

are all positive and can be ordered in decreasing magnitude. Since the vectors in T0

span the rows of X, they are said to span the term space. Similarly, the vectors in

D0 are said to span the document space.

A rank k approximation to the original matrix X is obtained by taking the top k

singular values

X̂ = TkSkDk (1.6)

where Tk is t × k, Sk is k × k, and Dk is k × d. The matrix X̂ is the closest rank

k approximation to X in the least squares sense. By choosing k to be much smaller

than the full rank of the matrix X, the projection will simultaneously reduce the noise

in the document representation and also result in semantically related documents lo-

cated near each other in the projected space.

The projection of the data serves the purpose of preserving and emphasizing semantic

relationships between documents. In any dimensionality reduction technique, once the

projection of the data to a lower dimensional space is performed, one can compute

the dissimilarity in the reduced rank space. LSI is founded on the idea that the

dissimilarities in the reduced rank space give a more faithful representation of the

relationships between the data. That is, in making the lower-dimensional projection,

LSA maps documents to points near each other if they discuss the same topic even if

they use different terminology [Berry et al., 1994].
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1.3.2.2 Multidimensional Scaling on Corpus of Reference Articles

The reference articles were pre-processed as explained in Section 1.3.1. The lexicon

created from the forty documents contains 9825 words. The 9825×40 term-document

matrix, X, was created with Xij equal to the number of times word i occurs in

document j. A diagonal matrix, L, with Lii = log(IDFi) was created for the word

weighting. Lastly, a matrix, V, with rows as the vector representation of the articles

was created by

V = XTL. (1.7)

The row vectors in V were used to form the 40 × 40 similarity matrix, S. This is a

symmetric matrix with Sij =
vi·vj

|vi||vj |
, where vi is the ith row of V. That is, Sij is equal

to the cosine of the angle between the vector representation of articles i and j. The

matrix S was converted to a dissimilarity matrix, D, by

Dij =

{

0 if i = j
max(S)− Sij if i 6= j

. (1.8)

Classical multi-dimensional scaling was performed on D to project the data to two

dimensions. The results are shown in Figure 1.1. The references are colored based on

their categories as explained in Section 1.3.1. The colors and categories are found in

the legend of Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Multidimensional scaling on reference articles - A cosine dissimi-
larity matrix was created from the TFIDF vector representation of the 40 reference
articles. MDS was performed on the matrix and the fist two dimensions are shown.
The full titles of the article corresponding to the labels can be found in Table 1.1.
The legend shows the classes used to color the labels.
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Similar papers and categories can be seen to be mapped to close points in the projec-

tion. For example, two papers by Lin and Pantel are located near each other and far

from the rest of the papers (the two orange points near the upper left hand corner la-

beled lin02concept and pantel02discovering). Both of these papers were co-authored

by Lin and Pantel with the authors appearing as first authors on one paper each.

The papers discuss the same topic.

There is also a noticeable band of articles on spectral methods that runs diagonally

from the bottom of the figure to the left-hand side of the figure. The three articles

labeled in light orange by bartell92latent, berry94using, and deerwester90indexing are

all about latent semantic indexing. Moving up and to the left, there are two points in

dark purple that represent articles about spectral graph projection but not in the area

of text processing. Next to this is the light orange point labeled dhillon01coclustering

which is an article about using spectral methods for text clustering. Finally, the light

purple point labeled ng01spectral is another article about spectral clustering. Looking

through the figure, there are other example of similar topics and authors located near

each other. This is not an evaluation of the method but is provided as an illustration

of a straight-forward method that is simple to implement and can be used to provide

a projection suggestive of document relationships.
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1.3.2.3 Spectral Graph Projection on Corpus of Reference Articles

The details of spectral graph projection are provided in Section 3.4.1. Spectral graph

projection can be used as a dimensionality reduction technique analogous to multi-

dimensional scaling where the eigenvectors are calculated from the spectral decom-

position of a similarity measure on a graph created from the data. A graph can be

created from a dataset so that the similarities between points (as seen from the graph)

provide a more accurate representation of the relationship between articles than the

distances in the original vector space.

Figure 1.2 displays the spectral graph projection of the corpus of reference articles

to two dimensions and can be seen to be similar to the projection provided by mul-

tidimensional scaling in Figure 1.1. In particular, there is a band of articles about

spectral methods that is similar to the band in Figure 1.1 and the two papers by Lin

and Pantel are also projected to close points.

1.3.2.4 Relationship Between Spectral Methods

The spectral methods mentioned in this section are all closely related. They all pro-

vide information from the spectral decomposition of matrices created from the data in

different ways. Latent semantic indexing uses the singular value decomposition of the

term-document matrix while the multidimensional scaling approach uses the spectral

decomposition of the dissimilarity matrix created from the cosine of the angle between

the TFIDF vectors. The spectral graph projection uses the spectral decomposition of
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Figure 1.2: Spectral graph projection on reference articles - Each document
in the corpus is represented by a vertex in a complete graph. Edge weights are equal
to the cosine similarity between documents. Spectral graph projection (explained in

Section 3.4.1) was used to project the documents to R
2.
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a “graph similarity” between documents. An explanation of spectral graph methods

as a graph-based approach to principal components analysis is provided in [Saerens et

al., 2004] (titled “The principal component analysis of a graph and its relationships

to spectral clustering”). An explanation of latent semantic indexing from the point

of view of multidimensional scaling is provided in [Bartell et al., 1992] (titled “LSI

is an optimal special case of MDS”). An explanation of the relationship between LSI

and spectral graph projections can be found in [Hendrickson, 2006] (titled “Latent

Semantic Analysis and Fiedler Embeddings”).
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Chapter 2: Generalizing the Vector Space Model

for Streaming Documents

Two issues must be addressed in order to generalize the vector space model for an

evolving corpus of documents. The goal is to represent past documents as vectors

while retaining the ability to represent any new document as a vector. First, it is

obvious that the dimensions of the vectors cannot be pre-assigned to specific words

since there is no way of knowing which words will appear in future documents. The

second issue is that for each word, the document frequency (the percentage of doc-

uments in the corpus that contain the word) must be approximated since each new

document changes the corpus.

In Section 2.3 a method is introduced for approximating the document frequency for

the words in the lexicon. Recall that the scaling of word counts by their document

frequencies results in informative words being assigned large values in the vector.

Consequently, methods for effectively obtaining an approximation to the document

frequencies in an environment of streaming documents is important to the success of

any classification or clustering technique applied to the resulting document vectors.

[Sebastiani, 2002] states that functions different from TFIDF are needed when the

document frequencies are not available from the start and points to approximations

of TFIDF as in [Dagan et al., 1997]. However, [Dagan et al., 1997] addresses the

problem of on-line document processing using functions of term counts but does not
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weight them by document frequencies. In doing so, the power of the TFIDF repre-

sentation – to down-weight content-free words – is lost.

These two issues of managing a changing lexicon and approximating the document

frequency are explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, but first some related work is dis-

cussed.

2.1 Related Work

There have been several algorithms developed for dynamic text clustering that ignore

the effects of a changing corpus on the term weighting (examples include [Bingham

et al., 2001, Hung and Wermter, 2003, Zhong, 2005]). In [Bingham et al., 2001], a

method termed complexity pursuit is presented to extract topics of chat line discus-

sions. Although topic-specific words are extracted, the process operates on vectors

obtained through latent semantic indexing (LSI) computed on the full data matrix

within a window. This is not a true streaming algorithm since the process must

wait until the window is full. However, the approach could easily be modified to

a fully streaming algorithm using methods similar to those proposed here. Hung

and Wermter’s dynamic adaptive self-organizing model (DASH) [Hung and Wermter,

2003] transforms the data into a TFIDF vector space representation before proceed-

ing to treat the data as non-stationary. Zhong’s on-line spherical k-means (OSKM)

algorithm [Zhong, 2005] is an adaptive clustering technique, but the experimental

results are collected on data that has been pre-processed as a static corpus. The data

is pre-processed using the Bow toolkit [McCallum, 1996] and words that occur in less
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than three documents are removed from the lexicon. In a true streaming application,

this would not be possible without windowing the data stream.

The above algorithms use precomputed vectors. In order to obtain those vectors,

the entire corpus, or a windowed subset of documents, must be available. The work

addresses streaming text, but uses a representation that cannot be achieved in a

streaming context (the work develops streaming algorithms, but applies them to pre-

computed text vectors). This is not a critique of the algorithms but an inherent

property of the text mining approach that the vectors cannot be produced without

the full corpus unless one makes an approximation to TFIDF. However, the methods

suggested in Section 2.3 for obtaining online approximations to TFIDF could be in-

corporated into these algorithms.

This research develops a new method for representing text documents for an evolving

corpus. The method consists of two parts: managing a changing lexicon; and approx-

imating the document frequency in order to use a frequency-based word weighting.

These are discussed next.

2.2 Management of a Changing Lexicon

If a fixed corpus is no longer assumed, the fixed-dimensional vector space model can-

not be used. Recall that the typical vector space model assigns a dimension to each

word in the lexicon (or to each word of interest). In the case of a streaming corpus,

where new documents are being presented in time, there is no way to determine these
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dimensions at the start of the task. New words will appear in documents while words

that have been seen in the past might not be seen again.

One solution, and the approach taken here, is to implement a growing lexicon where

new words are appended to the end of the lexicon. Concurrently, documents are saved

as vectors of the same length as the current length of the lexicon. Each entry of the

vector is equal to the number of times the corresponding word in the lexicon occurs

in the document1. These will be referred to as the count vectors for the documents

and are used in calculating the TFIDF vector space representation of the documents

(the count vectors are the “TF” part of TFIDF). If an observed document in the

stream contains words that are not yet in the lexicon, these new words are appended

to the lexicon. This corresponds to appending new dimensions to the end of the doc-

ument vectors. Calculating the cosine similarity between a past document and a new

document, which might be of greater dimensionality, does not pose a problem since

any past documents will have a zero entry for the dimensions corresponding to the

new words. The past documents need only be zero-padded to the new dimensionality.

Since the lexicon cannot grow without limit, an upper bound must be placed on the

size of the lexicon. Once the lexicon length reaches this upper bound, a set of words

can be removed from the lexicon to make room for new words to be added. The

1Since these count vectors would be sparse (most words have a count of zero) one would really
want to save the vectors using a sparse matrix procedure. An index into the lexicon and the count
for the corresponding word could be saved instead of saving a long array containing mostly zeros.
The explanation used here is given for simplicity. Of course, a file containing the words and counts
for each document could be saved, but for a stream of documents this is not considered practical.
The graph model explained in Chapter 3 uses an average of documents’ word counts to summarize
topics in the text stream so that past documents do not need to be retained.
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corresponding dimensions must also be removed from the existing document count

vectors. There are many methods for selecting the words to remove from the lexicon

and some of these will be discussed next. But first, it should be noted that determin-

ing the upper bound on the lexicon length and the number of words to remove once

this upper bound is reached depends on the computational power one has available

as well as the number of words needed to accomplish the text mining task at hand.

Since it takes time (computational power) to eliminate words from the lexicon and

dimensions from the count vectors, it is not desirable to do this often. There should

be enough words eliminated so that the lexicon does not reach its upper limit too

soon, but enough words should be retained in order to accomplish the text mining

task. The rate at which words enter the lexicon depends on the text data source.

This is examined for a sample dataset later in this section.

An obvious method for selecting words for removal once the lexicon reaches its maxi-

mum length is to remove the words that have persisted in the lexicon for the longest

amount of time without being observed in any new documents. This is the method

used in this work and is implemented by assigning a time-stamp to each word in the

lexicon and updating the timestamp each time the word is seen in a document. Once

the lexicon reaches its maximum length, L, the k words in the lexicon with the oldest

time-stamp value are selected for removal. In this way, words that fall out of use or

are the result of typographical errors will eventually be removed. However, if a new

document reintroduces a word to the lexicon, the comparison of the new document

to old documents will assume (not always correctly) that the word was not in the old

documents.
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Another way to select words for removal is to identify words that not only have the

oldest time-stamp but are also seen in the fewest documents. For English language

corpora, many of the words in the lexicon will appear in only one document in the

corpus. When this is the case, the word provides no contribution to the dot product

with any other document (though it will provide a contribution in the cosine similar-

ity through the denominator). Still, the issue for news articles or other evolving text

sources is that recently added words may be seen in future documents. However, if

a sufficient amount of time has elapsed since the word was added to the lexicon and

the word has not been seen since, there is more reason to believe that it may not be

seen again. If making a decision between two words for removal when both words

were last seen at the same point in time, it would be natural to remove the word that

has been seen in the fewest number of documents. Many methods can be created for

selecting words for removal including analyzing the periodicity of the words. These

issues are not explored here. Instead, words are removed based on the simple rule

of selecting words that have persisted in the lexicon for the longest amount of time

without appearing in any new documents.

In practice, a sparse matrix representation should be used for the document count

vectors since only a few of the L entries will be non-zero (and L can be in the tens

of thousands). However, the process presented here uses a full matrix for simplic-

ity. Consider a document-term matrix where documents are rows in the matrix and

columns of the matrix correspond to terms. As new documents are read, new rows

can be appended to this document-term matrix to represent the documents while
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columns can be appended for words that appear in the new documents but have not

yet appeared in the lexicon. Once the lexicon reaches length L, a set of k terms

with the largest time-stamp can be removed from the lexicon. The corresponding

columns are then removed from the matrix. The matrix can continue to grow until it

reaches L columns again, at which time, the procedure for removing words is repeated.

In order to begin exploring reasonable values for L, a dataset of news articles is ex-

amined. This dataset is described in detail in Chapter 4. It is a set of news articles

gathered daily from Google News. The articles are collected under five categories: US

news, World news, Business news, Health news, and Science and Technology news.

The dataset is examined here in order to illustrate statistics such as the number of

words in the news, the rate at which new words enter the lexicon, and the overlap of

words from lexicons created from the separate subject categories. The lexicon must be

large enough to allow the chosen classification or clustering algorithm to perform well.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the number of words in the lexicon after reading the news articles

for two and a half months (from October 1, 2007 through December 12, 2007). Be-

fore counting the words in each article, the documents were stemmed using the Porter

stemming algorithm [Porter, 1997] and all non-alphabetic characters were stripped

from the documents. The lexicon sizes are illustrated for each topic separately as well

as the for the corpus of combined news categories. The Health category had the fewest

articles in the time period, a total of 2,952 articles. After article 2,952 was read, the

lexicon had 20,165 unique words. Compared to the category with the largest lexicon,

US news, the lexicon after 2,952 articles were read contained 23,698 words, which is
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17.5% more words than the more restricted lexicon of Health news. When the cate-

gories are combined, the size of the lexicon after reading 2,952 articles is 25,223 words.

The sizes of intersections of the separate lexicons are shown in Figure 2.2. For each

pair of categories, the length of the intersection of their lexicons is divided by the

length of the union of their lexicons. Let Li be the lexicon for category i and denote

the number of words in the lexicon by |Li|. Then the proportion of words in common

between category i and j is

|Li ∩ Lj|
|Li ∪ Lj|

. (2.1)

It can be seen in Figure 2.2 that the lexicons formed from Business news and Science

and Technology news had the greatest similarity while the lexicons formed by World

news and Health news had the least similarity. This agrees with intuition that the

articles in the Business category and the Science and Technology category share many

words while the articles categorized as World news share less words with the articles

categorized as Health news.

These values are used in Chapter 4 to guide the setting of the upper bound on the

size of the lexicon.
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Figure 2.1: Number of words in the lexicon after reading news articles from October
1, 2007 through December 12, 2007. The top figure shows the five news categories
read separately over the time period with approximately 30-50 articles read per topic
per day. The bottom figure shows the five news categories read together over the
time period. That is, the news articles from each category were read in the order in
which they were published, regardless of category. Approximately 200 articles were
read per day.
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Figure 2.2: Proportion of words in common between all pairs of categories of news
articles. The articles are the same as those in Figure 2.1, news articles read between
October 1, 2007 and December 12, 2007.
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2.3 Document Frequency Approximation

In addition to managing a changing lexicon, the document frequency of each word in

the lexicon must be approximated. This is necessary since each document’s vector

space representation is dependent not only on the number of times the word occurs

in the document, but also on the frequency of the word in the corpus. It is im-

portant to remember that the TFIDF weighting for vector space representation of

documents is a powerful technique and that the scaling of word counts by their docu-

ment frequencies results in informative words being emphasized in the representation.

Notice that in the case of streaming documents, the term frequency can be obtained

at each observation of a document, but the document frequency must be tracked for

each word in the lexicon. (As stated previously, the term frequency is simply the

counts for the words in the document.) To make the vector space representation

for any new document, the TF values for that document must be multiplied by the

updated log(IDF ) values. Of course the lexicon must be maintained and possibly

extended with the observation of new documents, as described in the previous section.

Instead of calculating the inverse document frequency for TFIDF, consider the doc-

ument frequency, DFj, for word j. That is,

DFj =
bj

D

where bj is the number of documents that contain word j and D is the number of

documents in the corpus. The document frequency for word j is the proportion of
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documents that contain word j. It can also be thought of as the probability that a

document contains word j.

In order to estimate the document frequency in the case of streaming documents,

the data must be windowed. Instead of using a rectangular window, an exponen-

tial window or exponentially weighted moving average is used in order to place more

emphasis on recent documents. Moreover, the parameter in the exponential window

allows for varying the amount of history influencing the average.

Suppose that at each time, t, a new document is observed. Let Yj(t) ∈ {0, 1} indicate

whether word j occurred in the document read at time t. (Here t is simply an index

and does not carry any information about the timing of the arrival of documents.)

Then the document frequency for word j at time t can be approximated by

DFj(t) = αYj(t) + (1− α)DFj(t− 1) (2.2)

with α ∈ (0, 1). This implements an exponential window on the documents.

Documents can then be written as TFIDF vectors by using the log of the inverse of

(2.2). That is, let xi contain the counts of words in document i (this is the “TF”

component of “TFIDF”). Then the vector representation of document i will be

vi =
(

xi1 log(1/DF1), xi2 log(1/DF2), . . . , xiL log(1/DFL)
)

. (2.3)
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Equation 2.2 shows that the parameter α controls the amount of emphasis placed

on the current and past documents. A large value of α places more emphasis on

the current document while a small value corresponds to a larger window and places

more emphasis on past documents. A larger window may give a better estimate of

the document frequency, but will suffer from being less responsive to changes in the

corpus. It may be desirable to use a value of α that is driven by the rate of change of

the corpus. A quickly changing corpus should use a smaller value of α than a slowly

changing corpus. However, methods for measuring the rate of change of the corpus

are not clear. A coarse measure such as the number of new words seen per document

may suffice. Section 2.5 explores some possibilities for measuring the variability of a

stream of documents in order to determine a method for varying the value of α used

in the approximation of the document frequency.

Perhaps the variability of documents in the corpus is not a consideration and it is de-

sirable to have the window include documents from a specified period of time, such as

documents from the past month. Then α can be chosen based on the average number

of documents seen per month. Additionally, one may want to determine the extent

to which the window size affects the text mining task at hand. In a classification

setting, the final classifier may not be sensitive to small differences in α.

2.3.1 Comparison of Traditional and Streaming TFIDF

An example is provided based on a small subset of the Yahoo! 20 newsgroup data.

The original dataset consists of approximately 20,000 newsgroup documents from 20
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different categories. The subset used in this example contains only a few files from

just two of the original 20 categories. The data were downloaded in a form which is

sorted by date with duplicates and some headers removed.2 The removal of the head-

ers is important since the newsgroup category is usually specified in the header. The

subset used in this example consists of documents from two classes, comp.graphics

and rec.motorcycles. These classes were chosen in order to facilitate correctly classi-

fying documents.

A nearest neighbor classifier was used where a document was classified as belonging

to the same class as its nearest neighbor where proximity was determined by the

cosine of the angle between documents (the nearest neighbor is the document with

the highest cosine similarity). Since documents have date and time values, only doc-

uments with an earlier timestamp than the current document are considered in the

nearest neighbor calculation. In this way, at each point in time a document is only

compared to previously observed documents. The simple nearest neighbor classifier

was used in order to focus on the effects of approximating the TFIDF representation

on the classifier performance.

Figure 2.3 shows the classification rate (percent of correctly classified documents)

using the usual TFIDF representation. The black line shows the classifier perfor-

mance when the TFIDF representation was calculated once, at the start of the task

and based on the entire corpus. The red line shows classifier performance when the

2The file 20news-bydate.tar.gz was downloaded from Jason Rennie’s website
http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/ which is the entire 20 Newsgroups
dataset sorted by date with duplicates and some headers removed.
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TFIDF vectors were re-calculated with each new document. This is what would be

required if the documents were being observed in time, but this method does not use

any windowing over the documents. Figure 2.3 shows that recalculating the TFIDF

vectors results in increased performance at the start of the task. The performance

rate of the two methods converge since the re-calculating vectors toward the end of

the document stream is the same as using the entire corpus.

Figure 2.4 displays the classification performance using the exponential average of the

document frequencies in the TFIDF calculation. The performance is measured for

various values of α. The gray line shows the performance of the classifier re-computing

the TFIDF vectors at the observance of each new document (as described above for

the red line in Figure 2.3). The figure shows that at some points in time, and espe-

cially at the end of the document stream, the approximation with some values of α

results in better performance than the exact TFIDF computation. This is due to the

fact that the approximations correspond to placing a window around the document

stream and this window responds to changes in the document stream more quickly

than using a corpus based on all past documents. It should be noted that optimal α

depends on which document is considered to be the last document read. That is, if

the process is terminated at file 600, the best value of α is 0.02 while if the process is

terminated at file 1200, the best value of α is 0.06. Section 2.5 discusses methods for

choosing α based on the document stream.
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Figure 2.3: TFIDF on full corpus compared to recomputing TFIDF at each
observation - Classification rates using a nearest neighbor classifier (based on cosine
similarity) where only past documents are considered as potential neighbors. The
black line shows the classifier performance using TFIDF vectors that were all com-
puted at the start of the task (and based on the full corpus). The red line shows
classifier performance when recomputing TFIDF vectors each time a new document
is observed.
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2.4 Notation and Matrix Representation

The methods explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are restated in this section using

matrix notation. Let X be a d × t matrix with rows representing documents and

columns representing terms where Xij equals the number of times the jth word in the

lexicon occurs in document i. Suppose we begin with d1 documents and that these

documents contain t1 unique words. Let Xd1×t1 be the document-by-term matrix for

these documents. (It could be the case that d1 = 1, that is, we can begin with only

one document.)

Let DF be a t1-dimensional row vector containing the document frequencies for the

t1 words of the lexicon. The document frequency values can be obtained in the usual

manner, that is, DFj equal to the proportion of the d1 documents that contain word

j. However, if starting with only one document, DF can be set to a vector with each

entry equal to 1/α, where α is the parameter in Equation 2.2. Alternatively, α could

be set to a given “language model” probability vector for the lexicon.

Let IDF be the t1-dimensional row vector with IDFj = 1/DFj. (At this point, there

is no concern that DFj = 0 since the fact that word j is in the lexicon implies that at

least one of the documents contains the word.) Let log (IDF) be the t1-dimensional

row vector created by taking the element-wise log of IDF. Finally, let L be the di-

agonal matrix with diagonal entries Ljj = log(IDFj).
3

3Computationally, one would not create the diagonal matrix L unless using a sparse matrix
package since L will be a square matrix with size equal to the size of the lexicon. This notation
is only used to explain the procedure. In practice, document vectors would be created by the
element-wise multiplication of each document’s count vector by the diagonal of L.
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Now a matrix can be creating with each row corresponding to the vector representa-

tion of a document. Let V be the d1 × t1 matrix containing TFIDF vectors for the

documents as its rows. Then

V = XL. (2.4)

Suppose a new document is observed and there are m words in the document that

are not in the existing lexicon. Then these m words must be added to the lexicon and

the DF vector will increase in length by m. Its entries must also be changed since

the document frequency of words will change with the addition of a new document

or set of documents. Let Yj be an indicator variable with Yj = 1 if word j is in the

new document and Yj = 0 otherwise. Then the new DF vector is

DF new
j = αYj + (1− α)DF old

j (2.5)

where DF old
j = 0 for the m words that were not in the lexicon prior to observing the

new document.

The diagonal matrix L must be computed again with Ljj = log(1/DFj). It is possible

after observing many documents that the document frequency approximation for word

j will fall to zero within machine precision and that log(1/DFj) will grow to infinity.

This indicates that recent documents have not contained word j. Consequently, when

measuring the similarity between recent documents and past documents (that may

contain word j), the dot product contribution from word j will still be zero since the
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recent documents have (xi)j = 0. The code must be written with this in mind and

a value of zero must be assigned to the jth element of the dot product. When calcu-

lating the similarity between two past documents that both contain word j, the dot

product could approach infinity while the cosine similarity should approach one. At

the next occurrence of word j in a new document, these problems are resolved since

DFj will equal α. Managing these issues is necessary in the coding of the algorithm

which can be found in the Appendix.

To update the rows of the X matrix which contain the counts for all past documents,

m columns of zeros must be appended to the matrix to represent the m new words

that were introduced in the new document. Additionally, a row must be appended

to X to hold the counts for the words in the new document. Once this is done, the

new V matrix can be created using Equation 2.4, with the new X and L matrices.

Note that although the counts remain the same for the past documents, the vector

representation of those documents changes not only due to the possible addition of

new words to the lexicon (which have zero counts for the past documents), but also

due to the change in the document frequency for all other words in the lexicon.

Denote the ith row of V by vi; this is the vector representation of document i. The

similarity between documents is taken as the cosine of the angle between the docu-

ments, as in Equation 1.2. If the documents were normalized (to have length one), a

similarity matrix could be made for all documents by taking VVT . Since the vectors
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are not normalized, the similarity between documents i and j is calculated by

s(vi,vj) =

(
VVT

)

ij
√

(VVT )ii (VVT )jj

(2.6)

In Chapter 4, the generalization to the vector space model is used to process a grow-

ing corpus of news articles, but instead of retaining all past documents (which would

not be possible in a true streaming environment), the rows of X represent clusters

of news topics and are equal to averages of the word counts for articles that were

deemed to be similar. This is part of the graph model that is used to represent the

documents and is explained in detail in Chapter 3.

2.5 Measures of the Rate of Change of the Corpus

This section discusses methods for measuring the rate of change of the corpus in order

to set the parameter α in the exponential window approximation to document fre-

quency. Section 2.5.1 describes a method for using a rectangular window to measure

an overall probability of a change point.

2.5.1 Change Point Detection with Rectangular Windows

At the observation of a new document, the document frequency for each word in the

lexicon is updated by DF new
j = αYj + (1 − α)DF old

j , where Yj ∈ {0, 1} indicates
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Figure 2.5: Using overlapping windows to detect a change in the mean of
a random variable - The mean of a random variable over windows of size n and
N can be used to calculate the mean of the random variable over a window of size
N − n that is non-overlapping with and occurs before the window of size n.

whether word j occurs in the current document. It is desirable to have a value of

α that is driven by the variability of the text stream, as explained in Section 2.3.

The following method is outlined for measuring the rate at which the text stream is

changing.

Suppose documents are being viewed in time so that Yj(t) ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether

word j occurs in the document seen at time t.4 Then the document frequency for

word j at time t is DFj(t) = 1
t

∑t
i=1 Yj(i). If a rectangular window of size n is

used, the document frequency for word j at time t over the window of size n is

1
n

∑n
i=1 Yj(t − i + 1). The estimate of the document frequency can be thought of as

an estimate of the probability that a document contains word j. That is,

p̂j =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Yj(t− i + 1). (2.7)

4Here t is simply an index and does not carry any information about the time at which the
document was observed.
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Now suppose the goal is to monitor a stream of documents and determine whether

there has been a change in the probability that word j occurs in a document. A

window of size n can be used as well as a larger inclusive window of size N . These

two windows can be subtracted to find p̂ on a window of size N−n that occurs before

the window of size n (see Figure 2.5). Then these estimates can be used to test the

hypothesis that there is no change in the probability of word j at time tb. Actually,

the hypothesis to be tested is that there is no difference between the probability of

word j at time tb over the previous window of size N − n and the probability of

word j at time tc over the previous window of size n. The hypothesis to be tested is

H0 : pn(tc) = pN−n(tb).

First note from Figure 2.5 that the estimate of the probability at time tc using the

window of size N is given by

p̂N(tc) =
1

N

(
b∑

i=a

Y (ti) +
c∑

i=b+1

Y (ti)

)

=
1

N

(
(N − n) p̂N−n(tb) + np̂n(tc)

)

=
N − n

N
p̂N−n(tb) +

n

N
p̂n(tc).

(2.8)

So the estimate for the probability at time tb can be obtained by using windows of

size N and n at time tc. That is,

p̂N−n(tb) =
1

N − n

(
Np̂N(tc)− np̂n(tc)

)
. (2.9)
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Therefore, at each point in time, only two values need to be kept - the estimates of

the probability at the current time over two different window sizes. These values can

be used to construct p̂N−n(tb) and to test H0 : pn(tc) = pN−n(tb).

2.5.1.1 Distribution of the Test Statistic

Let Db and Dc be the number of documents that contain some pre-specified word at

times tb and tc respectively where tb < tc. Also, assume that Db is calculated over a

window of size N − n and Dc is calculated over a window of size n. Under the null

hypothesis, Dc ∼ b(n, p) and Db ∼ b(N − n, p) where p is the common probability.

Also under the null hypothesis of no difference of the probability in the two windows,

E[p̂N−n − p̂n] = 0 (2.10)

and

V ar (p̂N−n − p̂n) = p(1− p)

(
1

N − n
+

1

n

)

(2.11)

since Db and Dc are independent.

By pooling the two samples, the value of p in Equation 2.11 is estimated with

p̂ =
Dc + Db

(N − n) + n

=
Dc + Db

N
.

(2.12)
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Therefore, the variance is estimated with

ˆV ar (p̂N−n − p̂n) = p̂(1− p̂)

(
1

N − n
+

1

n

)

. (2.13)

So for large values of n and (N − n), the following test statistic has the standard

normal distribution

Z =
p̂N−n − p̂n

√

p̂ (1− p̂)
√

1
N−n

+ 1
n

∼ N(0, 1) (2.14)

2.5.1.2 Example

Example data were created by generating a sequence of k1 = 1500 independent

Bernoulli trials with probability p1 = 0.3 followed by k2 = 1800 independent Bernoulli

trials with probability p2 = 0.7. Let tk1
denote the time in which the probability

changed, i.e., the change point.

At each time t, the values of p̂n(t) and p̂N(t) were calculated using the proportion of

successes over the previous windows of size n = 100 and N = 300, respectively. These

values were used in Equation 2.9 to obtain p̂N−n(t−n). Finally, the test statistic was

calculated as in Equation 2.14. Figure 2.6 shows the results of this experiment. The

top plot in the figure shows the estimated probability over the three windows (the
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Figure 2.6: Change point detection using rectangular windows - k1 = 1500
independent Bernoulli trials with p1 = 0.3 were followed by k2 = 1800 independent
Bernoulli trials with p2 = 0.7. At each time t, the proportion of successes on overlap-
ping windows of size n = 100 and N = 300 was used to form the probability estimate
on a window of size N − n occurring before the window of size n (see Figure 2.5).
These two non-overlapping windows were used to test the hypothesis of no change in
the underlying probability, using the test statistic in Equation 2.14. The bottom plot
shows the test statistic as a function of time.

two overlapping windows and the window calculated from those). The bottom plot

shows the test statistic as a function of time. We can see from Figure 2.6 that the test

statistic reaches its peak value at tk1
. In fact, the test statistic exceeds the α = .05

rejection region before the change point. This is due to the fact that the windows of

size n and size N use data through time t + n to calculate the test statistic at time t.
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2.6 Summary of the Generalization of the Vector

Space Model

The generalization of the vector space model for representing a streaming corpus of

text documents is restated in the following outline. The details of the algorithm and

the R code are contained in the Appendix.
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1. Observe a new document

(a) Stem and strip words (optional)

(b) Create file of words and counts

2. Update lexicon and document frequency vector

(a) Find any words in the new document that are not in the lexicon. Suppose
there are m.

(b) Let l be the current length of the lexicon and L be the upper bound on
the length of the lexicon.

(c) If (m + l) > L,

i. Find the k oldest words in the lexicon and remove them

ii. Remove the corresponding entries from the document frequency vec-
tor

(d) Append the new words to the end of the lexicon

(e) Set the lexicon time stamp to the current time for the words that are in
the current document

(f) Reset l to the current length of the lexicon

(g) Zero-pad the document frequency vector to length l

(h) Update the document frequency vector

i. For j such that word j is in the new document
DF [j]← α + (1− α)DF [j]

ii. For j such that word j is not in the new document
DF [j]← (1− α)DF [j]

3. Create TFIDF vector for document(s)

(a) For any document (the current document or any past document for which
there is a set of words and counts), create a l-dimensional vector, x, as
the TFIDF vector space representation of the document

Let TF be a l-dimensional vector holding the counts of the words in
the document

Then x[i] = TF [i] log(1/DF [i])
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Chapter 3: A Dynamic Graph Model for

Document Representation

3.1 Graphs

A graph consists of a set of vertices (or nodes), called the vertex set, along with a set

of pairs of vertices, called the edge set. Let V (G) denote the vertex set of the graph

G and let E(G) be the edge set. The number of vertices is the order of the graph and

the number of edges is the size of the graph. The degree of a vertex is the number of

edges incident on the vertex. A directed graph has edges with associated directions

so that vw ∈ E(G) refers to an edge from v to w while wv ∈ E(G) refers to an edge

from w to v. A connected graph is one in which there are no isolated vertices (no

vertices with degree zero). A complete graph is one in which every vertex is connected

to every other vertex.

For a graph of order N , the graph adjacency matrix, A, is an N × N matrix where

Aij holds information about the edge from vertex i to vertex j. In this work, the

graph is undirected so the adjacency matrix is symmetric. For an unweighted graph,

the adjacency matrix is a binary matrix with Aij = 1 if there is an edge from vertex

i to vertex j and Aij = 0 otherwise. For a weighted graph, Aij ∈ R
+ encodes the

strength of the connection between vertices.
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A random graph model generates a graph by some random process. The resulting

graphs have probability distributions dependent on the generating process. The Erdös

Rényi random graph assigns a probability distribution to edges in the graph. Between

any two vertices, an edge exists with probability p and is independent of the existence

of other edges in the graph. In the Erdös Rényi random graph, all the interest lies

on the graph edges. By contrast, another graph model is the vertex random graph in

which random attributes are associated with the graph vertices and an edge exists

between two vertices if a function of those vertices meets some criterion. For example,

the random intersection graph is a vertex random graph in which a random subset

of integers is assigned to each vertex and an edge exists between two vertices if the

intersection of the subsets of the vertices is not empty [Marchette, 2004]. For a vertex

random graph, the interest lies in the vertices and the edges exist as a result of the

vertices. Instead of associating sets with each vertex, a dot product graph associates

vectors in R
n with each vertex. An edge exists between two vertices if the dot product

of their vectors exceeds some threshold [Young and Scheinerman, 2007].

The graph model described next is used to summarize a stream of text documents.

Information from the documents is attributed to vertices in the graph. The vertices

contain statistics on a collection of articles that share a common theme or topic. The

edges represent similarities between the vertices with edge weights proportional to

the cosine of the angle between the vectors attributed to the vertices. If these vectors

are normalized to have unit length, the graph is equivalent to a dot product graph.

A discussion of viewing the graph created from a stream of text documents as a dot

product graph can be found in Section 3.2.2.
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Using the definition of a graph as a vertex set and edge set, a graph can be com-

pletely determined by its adjacency matrix since the size of the matrix is equal to the

order of the graph and the edge set can be found from the matrix entries. However,

in this work the graph vertices have associated vectors which can be thought of as

moving averages of the documents assigned to the vertices. The vertices may also

contain other information from the documents such as document titles, filenames, or

key words. Of course, this information is not available from the adjacency matrix.

The idea of using additional information in a graph has received increasing attention

and is a main focus in social network analysis. A graph with additional information

is often referred to as a “network”. An example of using such a graph structure is

an email network. Vertices in the graph can represent people with an edge between

two vertices if there was an email exchanged between the people. Additionally, the

words in the emails that a person sent could be contained in a list associated with

each vertex. Then additional structure could be obtained from the intersection of

these word lists (such as determining which people have been writing about similar

topics).

3.2 Streaming Document Representation

In this work, a stream of text documents is represented within the framework of a

graph. The graph is dynamic: the nodes and edges are created, deleted, and modified

as the stream of documents changes. The graph is updated as each new document is

processed. A new document is compared with the current nodes in the graph and is
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either assigned to a node (and used to update the node statistics) or used to create a

new node. The edges from the modified node are then updated to capture the changes

to the topic within the graph. This representation performs two basic functions: it

provides a reduced representation of the documents which incorporates information

about the document topics and relationships between topics, and it provides a method

for visualization and analysis of the topics and relationships.

Each node in the graph retains its own lexicon vector with counts corresponding to

the word counts from the documents assigned to the node. This count vector is up-

dated as an exponential average of the documents’ word counts and is explained in

Section 3.2.1. The count vector (and other statistics taken from the documents, such

as keywords, title words etc.) can be used to provide a summary of the node, the

“topic” describing the node.

The graph, combined with the streaming TFIDF vector space model presented in

Chapter 2 allows for the summarization and processing of a stream of text docu-

ments without requiring the storage of any of the documents. In a true streaming

environment, where documents are constantly arriving, it may not be possible or de-

sirable to store all documents. This process could be used to identify documents to

retain (by selecting documents associated with a set of graph nodes, for example).

Even without retaining any documents, the method can be used to represent any

future documents and associate future documents with topics where the topics are a

moving average or document summary over similar articles. The nodes are updated

in such a way that the node topics can evolve in time to capture the dynamic nature
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of the document stream. The graph nodes can provide a summary of a document

stream and characterize the nature of the document stream. These methods are il-

lustrated in Chapter 4 on a stream of news articles.

The details of the model are explained in the next two sections: Section 3.2.1 de-

scribes creating the graph nodes and updating the lexicon and word counts assigned

to each node; Section 3.2.2 describes methods for determining graph edges and up-

dating the graph adjacency matrix. A detailed algorithm is presented after the graph

is described, in Section 3.3, while the code can be found in the Appendix. The model

is illustrated on a dataset of news articles in Chapter 4.

An overview of the process is given in the following outline.

Generalization of Vector Space Model

1. Observe a new article

2. Update lexicon and document frequency vector, DF

3. Use updated DF vector to create TFIDF vectors for:

(a) The new article (using article word counts)

(b) Each node in the graph (using the count vector for the node)

Graph Model

4. Find cosine similarity between current article and all nodes in the graph

5. Assign article to the most similar node

(a) Update words and counts in that node using words and counts from
article

6. Update graph adjacency matrix
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3.2.1 Node Creation and Updating

At each time, each node in the graph has an associated vector which contains an

average of the word counts for documents that have been assigned to the node. At

the initialization of the graph, the order of the graph is set and each node’s count

vector is empty. There are no graph edges. As articles are assigned to the nodes, the

count vectors are set to the counts of words in the lexicon that occur in the docu-

ment. As new articles are assigned to a non-empty node, the count vector is updated

as an exponential average of the word counts in the documents. These count vectors

are weighted by the approximation of the document frequency vector (by the log of

the inverse of the elements of the document frequency vector) in order to associate a

TFIDF vector with each node. The graph edges correspond to the cosine similarity

between the nodes’ TFIDF vectors.

The entries of each node’s count vector correspond to words in the lexicon and are

non-zero only for words that occurred in the articles assigned to that node. This is

the same as each node having its own lexicon vector (a subset of the growing lexicon

which is maintained as explained in Section 2.2). In the code in the Appendix, the

counts for each node are represented by a row in a N × l matrix where N is the order

of the graph and l is the current length of the lexicon. Although this is not efficient,

since the matrix is large and sparse, it is done for simplicity.

As documents are read, they can either be assigned to an empty node in the graph

or used to update an existing node. The assignment is based on the cosine similarity
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between the TFIDF vector representation of the article and the TFIDF vector repre-

sentation of each node. When the article is assigned to an existing node, that node’s

count vector is updated in much the same way as the document frequency, by using

an exponential window. However, the parameter on the window is set based on the

similarity between the new document and the vector space representation of the node

to which it is assigned.

Suppose a new article, article i, is read and the length of the lexicon (including all

words in the new article) is l. Let zi =
(
zi1, . . . , zil

)
be the count vector for the words

in article i. If the article is assigned to an empty node in the graph, that node will

be assigned the counts zi. If the article is assigned to a node that is not empty, the

counts for the node will be updated. Suppose the article is assigned to node n. Let zn

be the count vector for node n prior to the assignment. That is, zn =
(
zn1, . . . , znl

)
,

where the vector is zero-padded to length l if necessary. As a result of the assignment

of article i, the entries of zn will be updated by

znk ←
{

zik if znk = 0
βzik + (1− β)znk otherwise.

(3.1)

This implements an exponential window on the word counts. Determining the pa-

rameter β will be explained shortly.

As with the approximation to the document frequencies for the words in the lexicon,

this implements an exponentially windowed average for the counts in the node. This

has the effect of reducing the contribution of the words from older articles in the node.
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Reference [Zhong, 2005] also uses an exponential decay term in the OSKM algorithm

and points out the intuitive fact that “one needs to forget [in order] to be adaptive”.

The z1, . . . , zN contain the counts for the N nodes in the graph. To obtain the TFIDF

vector space representation of the nodes, these counts are multiplied by the log of the

approximation to the inverse document frequencies as in Equation 1.1. That is, let

zn be the counts of the words in node n and let xn be the vector representation of the

node. Then

xnj = znj log(IDFj). (3.2)

When a new article is read, the similarity between the article and all existing nodes

in the graph is calculated using the cosine similarity. Let xarticle be the TFIDF vector

representation of the article and xi be the vector representation of node i in the graph.

Then

s(xarticle,xi) =
xarticle · xi

|xarticle||xi|
for i = 1, . . . , N (3.3)

are the similarities. A similarity threshold value, τ , is specified such that if the most

similar node has similarity s ≥ τ , the article is added to that node according to (3.1).

If the maximum similarity is less than τ and there are empty nodes in the graph, the

article is assigned to an empty node. Note that this is only possible in the beginning

of creating the graph. After all nodes in the graph have been assigned an article,

this is no longer possible. In that case, if the maximum similarity is less than τ , the

article is assigned to the node that has persisted the longest without being updated.
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The counts for the node are then reset to the counts for the article. (Note that this

is equivalent to setting β = 1 in Equation 3.1 and corresponds to “resetting” the

node since no information from past articles is retained.) The parameter τ sets a

threshold on the similarity below which an article is assumed to be unrelated to the

corresponding vector.

The update rule in Equation 3.1 requires the parameter β. One method for adaptively

choosing β is to set

β =

{

1− s if s ≥ τ
1 if s < τ

. (3.4)

This has the effect of making large (small) changes to the node when the similarity

between the article and the node is small (large).

To see what this rule does, consider the extreme cases. If the match to the node is

perfect (s = 1.0) then the new document is providing no new information, so it is

reasonable to leave the node unchanged. If s < τ for all nodes, then either a new

node needs to be added (if the graph has not yet reached its maximum order) or an

old node needs to be replaced with the new document, starting a new topic. If s = τ

then the document is very far from the topic of the node, indicating that the topic

has changed, and the node statistics need to be changed maximally to adapt to the

change. The parameter τ controls the amount a topic can change before a node is

reset.
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3.2.1.1 Extensions

Each node can be thought of as having its own lexicon, which is a subset of the

global lexicon and consists of all words in the global lexicon that have a node count

value greater than zero. This can be used in several ways. As an example, consider

a corpus of documents where a subset of documents is about biology. If the corpus

contains documents on a variety of topics, the word “biology” will be heavily used

to distinguish the biology documents from other documents. However, if the set of

biology documents is used as a separate corpus and each document contains the word

“biology”, the word is no longer useful; it will be weighted by zero from the log of

the inverse document frequency. In this case, other words will be highly weighted

that will help to separate the biology documents into sub-clusters. Recall that each

word in the global lexicon has an associated document frequency value (this is part

of the streaming vector space model described in Chapter 2, not the graph model).

Similarly, the node count vectors are an exponential average of words for documents

that were assigned to the node. In this way, the count vectors can be thought of as

the document frequencies on the sub-corpus consisting of the documents that were

assigned to the node. These values can be used to generate TFIDF vectors for the

documents in the sub-corpus and those vectors can be used to cluster the documents

in order to determine sub-topics.

Another use for the moving average represented by node count vectors is the deter-

mination of word dependencies. For example, one may be interested in determining

if the words “bird” and “flu” are independent. Let P (wj) be the probability that the

word j occurs in a document. This is the proportion of documents in the corpus that
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contain word j. Let P (wj ∩wk) be the probability that words j and k occur together

in a document. If the words are independent, then

P (wj ∩ wk) = P (wj)P (wk). (3.5)

For L words in the lexicon, there are L choose 2 pairs of words to test for indepen-

dence. It may not be practical to determine whether these L choose 2 words co-occur

in each document. However, the graph nodes provide a method for approximating

these values. Since each node can be thought of as an “average document” for a topic,

the probability that two words co-occur in a node can be used to approximate the

probability that the words co-occur in a document. So P (wj∩wk) in Equation 3.5 can

be approximated by the proportion of nodes in the graph which contain both words

j and k. Additionally, the value of P (wj) can be approximated by the document

frequency vector which is updated as each new document is observed (see Chapter

2). Using these approximations, the independence of word pairs can be tested.

There are several reasons that two words could be dependent. The words could co-

occur in documents in the form of bi-grams such as “bird flu” or they may co-occur

in documents, but not be adjacent such as “cancer” and “radiation”. However, in the

approximation described in the last paragraph, two words may be found to be depen-

dent when they occur in separate documents that are assigned to the same node (the

node may be assigned documents about birds and documents about flu vaccines).

But if the similarity threshold on the graph is small, only documents of the same
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topic should be assigned to a node. In this case, the words may be synonyms where

some documents use one form of the word and other documents use another form.

This reason for word dependence is still interesting and determining the dependence

of such words is valuable.

Even using the approximations provided by the node counts and described above,

there are L choose 2 pairs of words to consider. In order to select a subset of poten-

tially interesting words to test for dependence, one could select words with the lowest

document frequency values. This is reasonable since these are the words that will

be highly weighted in the TFIDF representation (the log of their inverse document

frequencies are high).

Approximate methods for determining word dependencies is especially important in a

streaming document setting since the length of the lexicon can not be specified before

hand and the number of documents is unlimited. The node counts provide a method

for such approximation.

Another issue of consideration in the graph model is the similarity threshold, τ . This

parameter not only determines how similar a document must be to an existing node,

but is also used in setting the parameter β on the exponential average of word counts.

In the demonstration of the graph model on a corpus of news articles in Chapter 4, the

similarity threshold τ is set to a constant value. Alternatively, determining whether

to assign an article to a node in the graph could be based on the extent to which

the similarity between the article and node differs from the average similarity over
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the other nodes in the graph. Setting this parameter adaptively is an area for future

research and is discussed in Chapter 5.

If the similarities between articles and graph nodes are small, an improvement might

be realized by scaling β. Since small similarity values will result in values of β near

one, most of the weight will be placed on the current article. Determining the effects

of monotonically scaling β and is an area of future research.

Lastly, the model outlined above assigns documents to nodes and updates node counts

based on the similarity between the document and the node. This suggests that a

mixture model could be used where documents are added to all nodes to which their

similarity exceeds some value and the node counts are updated dependent on that

similarity. This would require further research as initial attempts resulted in no sepa-

ration of node topics. That is, graph nodes became similar after time with each node

representing all topics.

3.2.2 The Adjacency Matrix

In addition to the statistics from the news articles that are associated with each node,

the graph adjacency matrix is used to retain information about the connections be-

tween the news topics. In this work, the graph is a weighted, complete graph where

the adjacency matrix holds the similarities between the vertices. The vertices are

represented by their TFIDF vectors and the similarity is the cosine similarity. Each

time a node is updated, the similarity between that node and all other nodes in the
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graph is updated. That is, if vertex i is updated, then the ith row and column (which

are identical in the symmetric matrix) are also updated. This updating scheme is an

approximation. Since the lexicon weights have changed and they are used in the simi-

larity calculation, one would need to update the entire adjacency matrix to reflect the

change. In order to reduce computation and thus allow larger graphs (more topics),

this approximation is implemented. The approximation may be skipped if the graph

is sufficiently small and/or the rate of the stream is slow enough to allow full updating.

The adjacency matrix can be used to combine nodes that are similar. This can be

done either by considering just the between-node similarity or by using the neighbor-

hood information within the graph to combine nodes that are both highly similar and

have the same set of “most similar” neighbors. Additionally, the adjacency matrix

can be used to project the nodes into a configuration for visualizing the graph. This

is explained in the Section 3.4.

An adjacency matrix completely determines a graph (the vertex set and edge set).

The adjacency matrix described above defines a complete graph if all of the node

lexicons share at least one word (and the shared word is not weighted to zero in the

TFIDF weighting). This representation of the adjacency matrix retains the most

information from the graph node vectors and can be used to form other types of

graphs. For example, one could create an unweighted graph G′ from G such that

vij ∈ G′ if and only if Aij(G) > κ for some κ where Aij(G) is the ij entry of the

weighted adjacency matrix of G. Alternatively, one could create a k-nearest neighbor

graph from G where vertex i is connected to its k nearest neighbors (the k vertices
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with the largest values in row i of A). Either of these methods will produce a graph

with less information about the relationships between the vertices’ associated vectors.

However, they may be more useful for applications such as spectral graph projection

explained in the Section 3.4.1.

The weighted adjacency matrix can be though of as an actual description of a random

graph. For example, a document stream could be used to build the graph and define

the adjacency matrix A. Then new documents (or a sample of a document stream)

could be read and used to form an unweighted k-nearest neighbor graph where ver-

tices represent individual documents. Then one could test the probability that the

new graph was generated by the random graph defined by A. This could be used to

determine whether the subset of the document stream is a representative sample of

the data.

Another idea is to use the adjacency matrix to recreate the vectors associated with

each graph node as described in [Marchette and Priebe, 2008]. Suppose the graph is

order N and the N ×N adjacency matrix can be obtained by using the dot product

of N vectors in R
k. If k is small (much less than the lexicon length, the length of the

nodes’ TFIDF vectors), then this indicates that the lexicon may be reduced. Alter-

natively, if only a small set of distinct vectors need to be used in order to create A,

this may indicate that the graph represents only a small number of topics. These are

interesting topic areas for future research.
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3.3 Summary of Graph Model

The graph model can be used to summarize and process a stream of text documents.

Combined with the generalization of the TFIDF vector space model, the procedure

does not require storing any documents while still allowing for new documents to

be represented by a vector in a space determined by a growing lexicon. Document

frequencies used in word weighting are retained and updated with an exponential av-

erage over the document stream. In practice, one may want to retain all documents

assigned to a node in the graph until the node is reset, at which time, the documents

may be freed from memory.

Using an exponential average for the counts of words in each node can be seen as pro-

viding a “summary document” for the node. A summary is important in a streaming

situation where it is not possible to retain all past data. The graph model could be

used to identify documents that are important (documents that fall into a category of

interest). Thus, the model could be used to assist in determining which documents to

save in a streaming application. The exponential average also allows topics to evolve

and this is illustrated with examples in Chapter 4. The following algorithm outlines

the steps needed to create and maintain a graph on a streaming corpus of documents.

The code can be found in the Appendix.
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Graph Model for Representing a Streaming Corpus of Text Documents

Define:

L = upper bound on length of lexicon

k = number of words to remove when lexicon length reaches L

N = order of the graph

α = parameter for exponential window approximation of document frequencies

τ = similarity threshold for assigning article to graph node

For each new text document:

1. PRE-PROCESS ARTICLE

Strip non-alphabetic characters and stem article (optional)

Create file of words and counts

2. UPDATE LEXICON

Remove words from lexicon if necessary

Append new words to lexicon

Update word document frequencies for all words in lexicon

Update word timestamps for words that appeared in new document

3. CREATE TFIDF VECTORS

Create vector for new document

Create vector for each graph node

4. FIND SIMILARITY BETWEEN DOCUMENT AND GRAPH NODES

Use cosine similarity

5. SELECT GRAPH NODE TO ASSIGN DOCUMENT

If maximum similarity ≥ τ

Select most similar node

Else

Select empty node or oldest node

6. UPDATE COUNTS IN SELECTED NODE

Use exponential average with parameter defined by the similarity, as in
Equation 3.4

7. UPDATE ADJACENCY MATRIX
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3.4 Graph Visualization

Chapter 4 illustrates examples of visualizing the content of graph nodes as well as the

change in topics over time for an evolving corpus of news articles. The following sec-

tion explains spectral graph projection as a method for representing the graph nodes

with a set of points in R
n with the goal of mapping similar nodes to close points

in the projected space. The similarity is based only on the graph adjacency matrix,

not directly on the vectors attributed to the nodes. Alternatively, dimensionality re-

duction techniques can also be applied directly to the vectors representing the graph

nodes.

3.4.1 Spectral Graph Projection

Spectral Graph projection is a graph theory technique that has received increasing

attention. Let G be a graph, A = A(G) be its binary adjacency matrix. Let D =

D(G) be the diagonal matrix with Dii = di, the degree of the ith vertex. Then

L(G) = D − A

is called the Laplacian of the graph G. Let the scaled Laplacian be

L(G) = D−1/2LD−1/2

where D−1/2 is the diagonal matrix with 1/
√

di along the diagonal for those di > 0,

and zero otherwise.

Assume that the graph is connected meaning that there are no isolated vertices. Let
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λ1 = 0 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn be the eigenvalues of L(G). These eigenvalues are non-

negative real numbers and the smallest is always zero since D1/21 is an eigenvector

(the row sums of L(G) are zero). Let λ2 be the smallest non-zero eigenvector. Then,

λ2 = inf
f⊥D1

∑

uv∈E(G)

(f(u)− f(v))2

∑

v

f(v)2dv

,

and so the eigenvector corresponding to λ2 is the one which best separates the vertices

on the real line, in the sense that the sum of the squared distances (only measured

for adjacent vertices) are minimized [Chung, 1991]. Similarly, the second eigenvector

minimizes the distances in the space orthogonal to the first, in a manner reminiscent

of principal components. This orthogonal projection is what is meant by spectral

graph projection and can be found first in [Fiedler, 1973] and later in [Chung, 1991].

In the case that G is not connected, the multiplicity of zero is the number of con-

nected components of G. In that case, the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest

non-zero eigenvalues can be used in the same way to project the largest connected

component of the graph.

This method projects the data represented by the graph into a space in which the

(graph) distances are respected (to the extent possible). When the graph distances

are representative of the fundamental geometry of the data, this is an informative

representation.

There are weighted versions of the Laplacian, in which the 1s of the adjacency matrix
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are replaced by weights, and then the first eigenvector minimizes the weighted sum

of the squared distances. Since the adjacency matrix described in Section 3.2.2 has

Aij equal to the cosine of the angle between the vectors attributed to nodes i and

j, the graph is a complete weighted graph and the weighted Laplacian will be used.

In Section 4.3, the spectral graph projection is used to represent the graph nodes as

points in R
2. The weighted version of the spectral graph projection was also used to

project the corpus of reference articles to R
2 in Section 1.3.2.3.

One feature of spectral graph projection that is often seen is that the data are pro-

jected onto “spokes” radiating from the origin. Much of this is due to the similar

(common) data being mapped near the origin while data that is easily separable is

mapped to the “spokes”1. Suppose a k-nearest neighbor graph is created from data

in R
n (in such a graph, there is an edge between vertex i and its k-nearest neigh-

bors in R
n). As k decreases, the spectral graph projection will exhibit more star-like

structure [Leeds and Marchette, 2005b].

Using the spectral graph projection, the nodes of the graph can be projected to points

in R
k (k < N , the order of the graph) and the graph nodes can be clustered in the

projected space where nodes (representing topics) can be combined. As an extension

to the graph model detailed above, the documents assigned to a node could be used

to create a graph within the node where each vertex represents one document. In this

way, nodes could be split into subtopics. These methods can be used to reduce or

expand the graph when desired. These ideas are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

1If the graph is not connected, all points that are not in the connected component which is being
projected will be mapped to the origin.
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Chapter 4: Demonstration

4.1 Google News Data

News articles were automatically collected four times every day from January 2006

through January of 2008. Articles were retrieved through links provided by the Google

news website using five categories defined by Google. The news categories and their

labels were World (W), US (U), Business (B), Health (H), and Science and Technol-

ogy (S). There were approximately 300 articles collected per day.

The articles were stripped of HTML tags and parsed in order to find the body of the

article. The articles contained advertisements and links to other articles so effective

parsing was important in order to ensure that the text clustering methods were work-

ing on the article body and not on other words that were unrelated to the articles.

Perfect parsing was not possible and in cases where articles were found to be parsed

incorrectly, they were eliminated from the data set. Still, it is possible that some

retained articles were incorrectly parsed.

Parsing was automatically performed by marking the first line containing the title

of the article as the start of the document and marking the end of the document

when more than four lines were encountered that contained less than five words per

line. Lines in the body that contained certain key words such as [ADVERTISEMENT]
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or [IMAGE] were stripped from the document. In time, other key words and rules

were used to determine the article body as article styles changed.

After the article body was identified, the articles were stripped of non-alphabetic

characters (all numbers and punctuation), hyphenated words were split into separate

words, and words were stemmed. The stemming was performed using the Porter

stemming algorithm [Porter, 1997]. Finally, the remaining words were counted for

each document.

The word counts from the cleaned, parsed, and stemmed article were used to create a

vector representation for each article. In order to approximate the TFIDF representa-

tion, term frequencies for each article were multiplied by the log of the approximation

of the inverse document frequency for each word. The document frequency for each

word was calculated by Equation 2.2. Each new article necessitated changing the

document frequency for every word.

A growing lexicon was used such that new words were added to the end of the lexicon

with no limit placed on the size of the lexicon. A stop list was not employed in this

work. It was expected that the low weighting from the TFIDF representation would

discount any effect from such words and the savings of only a few hundred words was

not a consideration.
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4.2 Illustration of the Model on a Small Graph

In order to illustrate the process, Figure 4.1 shows a small graph of ten nodes. Ar-

ticles from the categories of Science and Technology (S) and World news (W) were

processed from January 1 through January 12, 2006. The value of α in the document

frequency approximation (Equation 2.2) was set to 0.01 while the similarity thresh-

old, τ , was set to 0.3. An adaptive value of β as in Equation 3.4 was used for the

exponential window on word counts for the nodes. The titles displayed are those

from the articles assigned to each node since the last time the node was reset. Since

the order of the graph is small, nodes are reset often. For larger graphs, articles are

retained in the nodes longer and there is more clustering of articles from similar topics.

In this graph, three nodes are shown that contain more than one article: a node

containing three articles about the disappearance of frogs due to global warming, a

node containing five astronomy articles, and a node containing two articles about

AppleTM. The gray-scale of the edges is proportional to the cosine similarity between

the nodes. Most of the similarities are small because articles were placed within nodes

to which they were similar or else they were placed in their own node. The similarity

between all nodes is smaller than the similarity threshold τ . Still, the largest of these

similarities are seen in the edge between the nodes about Apple and North Korea and

the edge between the nodes about stem cells and frogs. The stem cell and frog pair

shares the word “research” which is weighted heavily in the TFIDF representation and

therefore contributes to the cosine similarity. The North Korea and Apple pair shares

the word “China” due to a problem parsing the article “Byte of the Apple” (there
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are links at the bottom of the Apple article to articles about news in China). This

contributes to the cosine similarity since the articles do share high weight words, but

this is due to the imperfect parsing rather than to any connection between the stories.

The node containing astronomy articles can be seen to contain two subtopics (new

stars and cosmic expansion). Further text processing could be performed to split the

node into these two sets. For example, if the documents were retained, they could

be used to form their own corpus (without any other documents). Such an itera-

tive process would result in words that are informative in the global corpus being

uninformative in the sub-corpus. For example, if all documents contained the word

“astronomy”, then “astronomy” would be weighted by zero in the TFIDF represen-

tation and would be no more informative than the word “the”. Using the documents

assigned to a graph node to create a sub-corpus and performing iterative clustering

on that sub-corpus offers a method for extracting more structure from the document

stream. However, the graph allows a first-pass at clustering that can be performed

quickly while deferring the refinement of clusters until desired. Articles in the graph

nodes may be clustered if the node is of interest (for example, it contains words that

are of interest) or if the node contains many articles. Additionally, the clustering

of the article sets assigned to each graph node can be done in parallel to allow for

increased processing in a streaming environment.
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 S:  Ward Melville with nation−leading 12 

 W:  North Korean Leaders Whereabouts Unknown 

 W:  Election Role Wont Soften Hamas Anger 
         at Israelis 

 W:  Stem Cell Hype and Hope 

 S:  Vanishing of frogs, toads tied to global warming 
 S:  Warming Tied To Extinction Of Frog Species 
 S:  Global Warming Hits Earths Frog Population 

 S:  FBI warns public of bogus e−mails 

 S:  School sued over intelligent design 

 S:  Good old Hubble discovers new stars 
 S:  New Doubts Are Cast on Einsteins Cosmological Constant 
 S:  Astronomers Find That Many Milky Way Planets Have Multiple Suns 
 S:  Astronomer sees a brake in cosmic expansion 
 S:  A Challenge to Evolution of Universe 

 W:  Russia, Ukraine leaders clear the air 

 S:  Byte of the Apple 
 S:  How media companies ideas were  
         received at this months Macworld 

Figure 4.1: Small example graph of news data - News articles from the categories
of Science and Technology (S) and World news (W) were processed from January 1
through January 12, 2006. A graph with ten vertices was used to represent the news
as explained in Chapter 3. The value of α in the document frequency approximation
was set to 0.01 while the similarity threshold, τ , was set to 0.3. An adaptive value
of β as in Equation 3.4 was used for the exponential window on word counts for the
nodes. The titles displayed are those from the articles assigned to each node since
the last time the node was reset. The gray-scale of the edges is proportional to the
similarity between the nodes.
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4.3 Visualization of Larger Graphs

The small graph in the last section contained only ten nodes. Such a small graph

does not allow for retaining many topics since an article about a new topic will have

small similarity to any existing nodes and will cause the oldest node’s count vector

to be reset. For retaining many different topics, one would want to use a larger

graph. This will not only allow more topics to be represented, but will also allow a

topic to persist in a node for long enough to observe another article of the same topic.

In this section, a graph of order 200 is created. Since there are more nodes to fill with

articles, there will be more opportunity for a new article to be similar to an existing

node. However, a larger graph is more challenging to visualize. Some methods are

presented in this section for visualizing a larger graph and for determining the topic

associated with a node. In addition to describing a node by the titles of articles that

were assigned to the node, as was done in the last section, nodes will be described

by the high-weight words in the node. These are words for which the node’s TFIDF

vector has large values. These are not necessarily the words with large count values

since the inverse of the approximation of the document frequency is used to weight

the words. Similarly, the high-weight words are not simply the words in the lexicon

with high inverse document frequency since the count of the word in the node also

contributes to the TFIDF value. In this section, the usefulness of the TFIDF weight-

ing will be shown by selecting only a few words to provide an overview of node topics.

The graph was used to represent news articles from the month of January 2006 for the
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five classes described in Section 4.1. The document frequencies were approximated

using α = 0.1 in Equation 2.2. The similarity threshold in Equation 3.4 was τ = 0.1.

An adaptive value of β was used as in Equation 3.4.

To illustrate the evolution of a graph node in time, Figure 4.2 shows the titles of

articles assigned to one node in the graph over several days’ time. Unlike Figure 4.1

which displayed only the titles in a node since the node was last reset, Figure 4.2

displays all titles assigned to the node in order to illustrate the effect of resetting the

node count vector. The titles assigned to the node are displayed from the top down.

The horizontal axis displays similarity values from zero to one with a dashed vertical

line at 0.1, the threshold value τ . The article titles are left justified based on the simi-

larity between the article and the node at the time that the article was assigned to the

node. The gray line displayed to the left of article titles connects the similarity values.

The first article is about bird flu. There were no further bird flu articles, so this

node remained unchanged while other nodes were updated, until it became the oldest

node in the graph. The article about Symantec was not similar (above the threshold

τ = 0.1) for any nodes, and so it was assigned to this, the oldest node. Once this arti-

cle is assigned to the node, the node is re-initialized and the words and corresponding

counts from the first article are dropped. The following two articles are also about

Symantec and are assigned to the node due to the high similarity. The fourth article,

“Ahern leads trade mission to India”, has low similarity but is assigned to the node

due to the node remaining unchanged longer than any other node in the graph. All

of the articles that follow are assigned to the node due to their similarity and show
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similarity

    Turkish tourism industry fears bird flu impact

    Symantec confesses to using rootkit technology

    Symantec comes clean on Norton rootkit

    Symantec Denies It Uses Rootkit In Software

    Ahern leads trade mission to India

     Indo−Pak talks from today

     Pakistan Foreign Secretary in Delhi for next round of talks

     Importance of Indo−Pak CBMs

     India, Pakistan meet again

     Pakistan wants South Asia free of ABMs

     US: Contacts with Pakistan Positive Despite Attack Protests

     Terrorists among the killed in Pakistan

     Pakistanis say foreign militants were killed in airstrike

     U.S., Pakistan say attack killed 4 linked to al−Qaida

     Strike Reportedly Kills al−Qaida Militants

     Strike Reportedly Kills al−Qaida Militants

     Three Top al−Qaida Operatives Believe Killed in U.S. Missile Strike

     Strike killed al−Qaida bomb expert

     Confusion over identities of al−Qaeda leaders killed

     Confusion over al−Qaeda deaths

     AL respects UN probe into Hariris death: chief

     Attack may have weakened al−Qaida in Afghan

H:

S:

S:

S:

B:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

W:

0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1

Jan 10, 2006 at 01:12

Jan 12, 2006 at 06:32

Jan 12, 2006 at 15:32

Jan 12, 2006 at 21:41

Jan 16, 2006 at 07:34

Jan 16, 2006 at 21:26

Jan 16, 2006 at 21:42

Jan 17, 2006 at 10:02

Jan 17, 2006 at 17:38

Jan 17, 2006 at 22:03

Jan 17, 2006 at 23:01

Jan 18, 2006 at 04:43

Jan 18, 2006 at 08:30

Jan 18, 2006 at 08:36

Jan 18, 2006 at 22:10

Jan 19, 2006 at 01:00

Jan 19, 2006 at 10:07

Jan 19, 2006 at 14:03

Jan 19, 2006 at 21:31

Jan 20, 2006 at 03:00

Jan 20, 2006 at 03:12

Jan 20, 2006 at 09:45

Figure 4.2: Articles assigned to one node in the graph – A graph of order
200 is used to represent articles from January 2006. The articles assigned to one of
the nodes in the graph are displayed. The first article is shown at the top, and the
titles of the articles assigned to the node are listed in order. The similarity between
the article and the graph node is shown by the gray line to the left of the article
titles. The value of τ is 0.1 and is shown by the dashed vertical line. Articles with a
similarity less than τ were added to the node not due to similarity, but because the
node had been unchanged for longer than any other node in the graph.
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the evolution of the meaning of the node. The titles shows that the node evolves

from India to India and Pakistan to Pakistan and the United States, to terrorism

and finally to al-Qaida. The latter articles show variations of the spelling “al-Qaida”

and “al-Qaeda”.

One of the benefits of using news data is that each document has a concise and

accurate summary, the title of the article. With a few exceptions, article titles are

written to provide the reader with an overview of the article in the fewest words

possible. The titles provide an excellent summary of documents. However, a method

for determining the topic of a node without using the titles is necessary for applications

where documents do not contain titles. Using news data as a test dataset, a summary

of the node topic can be evaluated by comparing the summary to the article titles1.

For example, the intersection of the words in the node summary and the words in the

document titles could be used to measure the summary effectiveness.

In order to infer node topics without displaying article titles, the high-weight words

in the TFIDF vector associated with each node can be used to describe the node. The

next several figures present methods for using these words and displaying the change

in the high-weight words in time. Figure 4.3 gives another view of the same node as

Figure 4.2. The horizontal axis corresponds to the words in the node and article titles

are listed along the vertical axis (the articles are processed in time). The gray-scale

value depicts the weight of the word at the time the article was incorporated into the

1The word “summary” is used to mean an unordered set of words describing the node, not a
true summary such as a title or description. Since a bag-of-words model is used, a description is not
possible unless the original articles are used. Even so, automatic summarization is difficult and not
the focus of this work.
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node. For each article, the words chosen to display are those with the three highest

TFIDF values at the time the article was assigned to the node. In addition to the top

three words, the TFIDF value for other words is shown due to overlap in the lexicon

at different times. For example, the Symantec articles also have the word “attack”

which is a high weight word from the eleventh article (“US: Contacts with Pakistan

Positive Despite Attack Protests”). So even though “attack” was not one of the three

highest words in the node at the time that the Symantec articles were read, it was in

the lexicon and its value is displayed.

The evolution of the word importance can be seen in the diagonal gray region in

Figure 4.3. Early on, the important words are “Turkey”, “bird” and “flu”. Next,

words about Symantec become important for a while. The two resets are clear in this

picture, indicated by the blocks in the lower corner. After the second reset due to the

article “Ahern leads trade mission to india”, words about India become important,

followed by Pakistan and then words related to terrorism. The progression of the

topic about the India/Pakistani region is seen to evolve from stories about trade mis-

sions into stories about terrorism. The rate at which the node is allowed to change is

driven by the parameters α and τ , which control the memory of the lexicon and the

threshold of similarity for addition to the node.

Figure 4.3 illustrates a method for displaying the informative words in one node over

time and shows the power of the TFIDF word weighting to allow for the selection of

words. However, it is necessary to observe the whole graph to determine the nodes

and their relationship to each other. At any one point in time, a few words from each
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node could be selected in order to suggest the node topics. In order to illustrate this,

Figure 4.4 shows twelve nodes of the graph along with the three highest weighted

words for each node2. The edges between nodes are displayed in white with line

thickness proportional to the strength of the edge. Two nodes are selected for further

exploration, Node 125 (outlined in orange) and node 147 (outlined in green). For both

of these nodes, the entire set of words in their lexicons are displayed (all words which

have a non-zero value in the node’s count vector). The words are displayed with font

size proportional to the weight of the word in the node at the time. Additionally, the

titles of the articles assigned to the node are displayed. (This is shown in more detail

in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.)

2Ties are broken by the order in which the words appear in the lexicon.
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Figure 4.4: Detail on twelve nodes of the graph - Twelve nodes of the graph
are displayed along with the three highest weighted words for each node. The edges
between nodes are displayed in white with line thickness proportional to the strength
of the edge. The words in Node 125 (outlined in orange) and node 147 (outlined in
green) are also displayed with font size proportional to the weight of the word in the
node’s TFIDF vector. Additionally, the titles of the articles assigned to the node are
displayed. The node words and titles are shown more clearly in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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4.3.1 Display of Node Content

4.3.1.1 Node 147 - {“face”, “dinoir”, “her”}

Figures 4.5 through 4.7 show various methods for displaying the content within a

node at any one time. For any node, HTML is automatically written which contains

three frames (the code can be found in the Appendix). The first frame displays the

node’s lexicon, the second frame displays the titles of the articles assigned to the

node, and the third frame displays the last article assigned to the node.

The node chosen for display is Node 147 from Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 displays the lex-

icon from Node 147 with font size proportional to the words’ weights. Since no word

order is retained, the words are listed in alphabetical order. By skimming over the

display, the words that are most obvious are {“dog”, “dubernard”, “dinoir”, “face”,

“her”, “reject”, “smoke”, “surgeon”, “women”, “transplant”}. Figure 4.6 displays

the titles of articles assigned to the node where the newest title is listed first. The

node contains articles about Isabelle Dinoir, the world’s first face transplant patient.

The articles report that her smoking habit may jeopardize the success of the trans-

plant. The woman received the face transplant after being mauled by her dog while

sleeping. The last name of one of the doctors is Dubernard.

The method of using font size to display the words in a node is useful and can be ex-

tended to display an individual article. This enables the reader to skim the article in

order to quickly extract the meaning of the article. The third frame in the HTML dis-

plays the last article assigned to the node using font size proportional to TFIDF value.
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In Figure 4.4, the top three words displayed for node 147 are “face”, “dinoir”, and

“her”. These are the top three TFIDF valued words at the time that the graph was

stopped and the displays were created. The word “her” has a high value due to its

high occurrence (it has a high value in the count vector). It is weighted by the log

of the inverse document frequency less than other words such as “transplant”. Still,

its high rate of occurrence in the node caused it to be one of the three words displayed.
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Figure 4.5: The lexicon from node 147 - All words in node 147 with a TFIDF
value greater than zero are displayed. The font size is proportional to the TFIDF
value.
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Figure 4.6: Titles of articles assigned to node 147 - The most recent article
assigned to the node is first in the list. The oldest article assigned to the node is last
in the list.
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Figure 4.7: The last article assigned to node 147 – The parsed
article is displayed with font size of each word proportional to the
TFIDF word weight. The original article is from The Scotsman,
http://news.scotsman.com/international.cfm?id=97582006.
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4.3.1.2 Node 125 - {“men”, “stroke”, “aspirin”}

The example given by node 125 illustrates the evolution of a node topic over time.

Figure 4.8 shows that some of the high-weight words are {“aspirin”, “brain”, “cortex”,

“survivor”}. Figure 4.9 shows that the last title is “Aspirin Therapy Safe for Some

Brain Hemorrhage Survivors” and many of the current high-weight words in the node

are related to this topic. However, all articles in the node prior to the last article

are about the gender differences in the benefit of aspirin therapy (see Figure 4.9). It

would additionally be useful to retain the similarity value that causes an article to be

assigned to a node to signal that a node is changing based on this value. Suggestions

for monitoring the evolution of topics are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.8: The lexicon from node 125 - All words in node 125 with a TFIDF
value greater than zero are displayed. The font size is proportional to the TFIDF
value.
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Figure 4.9: Titles of articles assigned to node 125 - The most recent article
assigned to the node is first in the list. The oldest article assigned to the node is last
in the list.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

5.1 Summary of Contributions

Two main contributions have been presented for representing a streaming corpus of

text documents. First, a generalization of the vector space model was introduced that

can be used to represent a stream of text documents as vectors in a high-dimensional

space with each dimension corresponding to a separate word in the lexicon. The docu-

ments are represented by a streaming approximation of their TFIDF vectors. In order

to use the vector space model in an environment of a growing corpus of documents,

the generalization involves managing a changing lexicon of words and approximat-

ing the document frequency of each word with an exponential average. Methods for

setting an adaptive parameter value in the exponential window were discussed. This

work is the first known presentation of applying the vector space model to a true

stream of text documents without windowing in order to determine the lexicon or

calculate the document frequencies of words.

The second contribution is a graph model for representing a streaming corpus of

text documents. The model serves the purpose of allowing for the management of a

stream of text documents and for summarizing topic areas in the document stream.

The graph model can be used for streaming documents without storing any past doc-

uments while still being able to cluster new documents and provide cluster summaries
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of past documents. Alternatively, the model can be used to determine which docu-

ments to save in a streaming environment.

Each graph node represents an “average document” of some topic and evolves as the

document stream changes. By viewing each node as an average document, one can

approximate the probability that words co-occur in a document. This can be used

to determine whether words are dependent. Such a method is useful in a streaming

environment where it is not otherwise practical to test for word co-occurrences.

Finally, some methods for extracting the content of the graph nodes were presented.

It was shown that using the approximation of the TFIDF vector and selecting words

based on high values of this vector provides a simple method for constructing an

unordered set of words to describe the topic of a graph node.

These original contributions are summarized and outlined in the following table.
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1. Developed generalization of the vector space model for streaming documents

(a) Managing a changing lexicon

i. Words do not have to be specified before documents are observed

ii. Words that fall out of use are removed

(b) Approximating document frequencies

i. Allows for the application of the streaming vector space model to an

evolving corpus of text documents

ii. Allows for the representation of any document by an approximation

of its TFIDF vector

iii. Combined with the graph node statistics, provides a TFIDF represen-

tation of topic summaries

2. Developed graph model for streaming document representation

(a) A dynamic graph model where graph nodes are updated as the document

stream changes

(b) Node statistics are used to determine characteristics of the document

stream

(c) Uses a streaming update approximation of the graph adjacency matrix

3. Presented methods for visualizing graph node content

(a) Methods for visualizing the words of importance in a graph node

(b) Methods for using automatically adjusting font size to highlight a docu-

ment’s informative words
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5.2 Future Work

This work points to many potential areas of future research. In particular, effective

hashing in order to maintain a large and growing lexicon is an area of interest. It

may be possible to use a bloom filter [Bloom, 1970] in order to provide a memory-

efficient way of maintain a large lexicon. Additionally, a separate bloom filter could

be used for the lexicon associated with each node. Then, the intersection of node

lexicons could be found easily since the intersection of bloom filters of the same size

can be performed with a logical AND operation on their bit vectors [Guo et al., 2006].

Also, the graph model is amenable to parallelization since the vector space represen-

tation of each node could be calculated in parallel. Furthermore, suppose that full

documents for each node were retained and the goal was to periodically cluster the

documents assigned to a node to determine sub-clusters within the node. This too

could be performed on each node in parallel.

The graph model in Chapter 3 could be extended in many ways. First, the order

of the graph could be dynamic so that the graph contains only as many nodes as

needed based on the homogeneity of the document stream. Additionally, nodes could

be combined when they represent the same topic (which can be determined from the

adjacency matrix) and nodes could be split to represent their sub-topics. Methods

for splitting nodes into subtopics were described in Section 3.2.1.1.

An interesting area for further research is an implementation of a dynamic spectral
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graph projection so that the graph (an thus the topic summaries) could be projected to

a low-dimensional space for visualization while the projection could be approximated

as new documents are processed. The spectral graph projection requires the singular

value decomposition of a N ×N matrix where N is the order of the graph. Each new

document changes a graph node and results in recalculating the corresponding row

(and column) of the adjacency matrix. This is an approximation of the adjacency

matrix. Even though the remaining graph nodes’ count vectors remain constant, the

lexicon document frequency vector changes with the addition of every new document.

Therefore, the graph nodes’ TFIDF vectors will change as well. A similar approxi-

mation could be performed for the spectral graph projection and would be necessary

for very large graphs where calculating the projection is computationally intensive.

The topics of the graph nodes are displayed by using high-weight words in the nodes.

This display could be improved by arranging nodes so that similar nodes are located

near each other while still placing nodes in a grid so as to maximize the amount of

screen spaced used in the display. This could be performed using a force directed

layout algorithm such as explained in [Sun et al., 2003] with initial positions given by

the spectral graph projection.
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Input: new text document
Output: updated lexicon (words, document frequencies, and timestamps),

updated graph

foreach New text document do
begin PRE-PROCESS ARTICLE

Strip non-alphabetic characters and stem article (optional);
Create file of words and counts;

end

begin UPDATE LEXICON, DF, AND TIMESTAMP
Call update lexicon;

end

begin CREATE TFIDF VECTORS
for new document do

zDoc = vector of length l with ;
zDoc [i] = number of times word i is in document;
zDocInds = indices of the non-zero entries of zDoc ;
xDoc = vector of zeros of length l;

for j in zDocInds do
xDoc [j] = zDoc [j] ∗ log(1/DF [j]);

end

end

foreach node in graph do
zNode = vector of length l with ;
zNode [i] = count of word i in node;
zNodeInds = indices of the non-zero entries of zNode ;
xNode = vector of zeros of length l;

for j in zNodeInds do
xNode [j] = zNode [j] ∗ log(1/DF [j]);

end

end

end

begin UPDATE GRAPH
call update graph;

end

end

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to update graph to represent a stream of text docu-
ments
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Input: new text document
Output: updated lexicon (words, document frequencies, and timestamps)

begin UPDATE LEXICON
{ new words } = { doc words } \ { lexicon };
|{ lexicon }| = l;
|{ new words }| = m;

if (m + l) < L then
{ lexicon } ← {{ lexicon }, { new words }};

else
{ elim words } = k∗ words to eliminate, where k∗ = max(m, k);
eInds = indices of words to eliminate (ex. those with oldest tstamp);
{ lexicon } ← { lexicon } \ { elim words };
DF ← DF [j] such that j /∈ eInds ;
{ lexicon } ← {{ lexicon }, { new words }};
l = |{ lexicon }|;

end

end

begin UPDATE LEXICON TIMESTAMP
nInds = indices into lexicon for { doc words };
lexTimeStamp [nInds ] = current time;

end

begin UPDATE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY ARRAY
zero-pad DF to length l;
DF [nInds ]← α + (1− α) DF [nInds ];
DF [−nInds ]← (1− α) DF [−nInds ];

end

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to update lexicon (words, DF values, timestamps)
given a new text document
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Input: graph, lexicon DF values, vector representation of new document
Output: updated graph

begin FIND SIMILARITY BETWEEN DOCUMENT AND GRAPH NODES
s = vector of length N ;
s [i] = (xDoc · xNode i)/(|xDoc||xNode|);

end

begin ASSIGN DOCUMENT TO A GRAPH NODE
if max( s)≥ τ then

begin ASSIGN ARTICLE TO MOST SIMILAR NODE
β = 1−max(s);

for j = 1: l do
if zNode [j]=0 then

zNode [j] ← zDoc [j];

else
zNode [j] ← β zDoc [j] +(1− β)zNode [j];

end

end

end

else
begin RESET EMPTY NODE OR OLDEST NODE

for j = 1 : l do
zNode [j] ← zDoc [j];

end

end

end

end

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to update graph (node and edges) given new text
document
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Appendix 8: R Code

Functions to build and update a graph from a list of text documents

###################################################################################

# The following function reads a list of files in order and updates the graph

# based on those files.

#

# If an existing graph, G, is passed to the function, the files are used to

# update G. If G=NULL, then a new graph is created.

#

# files must contain the full path name to the files that contain the

# words and counts of the documents (each line containing "word : count" but

# the requirement of the word and count being colon-separated can be changed

# in the call to read.table)

#

# classes can be used to store the classes of the files for coloring plots

#

# ord_max is the maximum order of the graph (max number of nodes)

#

# tau is the similarity threshold, below which a new node is initialized (if

# available) or an existing node is reset.

#

# w is the parameter in the exponential window (called alpha in the write-up)

#

# lex_max is the maximum length of the lexicon. Once the lexicon exceeds this

# length, the lexicon is reduced by lex_max * lex_red terms

#

# lex_red is the lexicon reduction factor (see lex_max).

#

# stype="cos" means cosine similarity and is passed to the function "sim".

# Other similarity types can be used (see the sim function).

#

# printTitle=F. In order for this to work on another dataset, the function

# make.title must be re-written specific to the dataset. It finds the title

# of an article given the filename for the article.

###################################################################################

articles.to.graph <- function(G=NULL, files, classes=NULL, ord_max, tau, w,

lex_max=30000, lex_red=0.01, stype="cos",

printTitle=F)

{

istart <- ifelse(is.null(G),2,1)

if(is.null(G)) #Starting a new graph

{
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# Read in the first article

wordcount <- read.table(files[1],sep=":")

# Print out the article title

if(printTitle)

cat(paste(make.title(files[1]),"\n"))

# Initialize the lexicon.

# The lexicon is a list with words, docfreq, and timestamp

words <- paste(wordcount[,1])

# For ea. word in the lexicon, get the doc. freq. (bw/|D|) (inverse is IDF)

docfreq <- rep(w,length(words)) # Note - this is w

# For ea. word, have a time stamp for when the word was last seen.

timestamp <- rep(Sys.time(),length(words))

lexicon=list(words=words,docfreq=docfreq,timestamp=timestamp)

# The count vector for this article

x <- wordcount[,2]

# Make this article the first node - X will hold the counts

X <- list(x)

# The similarity matrix

S <- as.matrix(1)

# Set other things

nodeTimer <- Sys.time() # Use to find old nodes

nodeFilenames <- list(files[1]) # Track of which files get assigned to nodes

nodeSims <- list(99) # Similarity that caused article to go to node

}# end if starting a new graph

else #updating an existing graph

{

X <- G$X

S <- G$S

lexicon <- G$lexicon

nodeTimer <- G$nodeTimer

nodeFilenames <- G$nodeFilenames

nodeSims <- G$nodeSims

}

# Read in the rest of the articles

for(i in istart:length(files))

{

# If this is a new graph and we’re only reading one file, then done.

if(istart==2 && length(files)==1) break

wordcount <- read.table(files[i],sep=":")

# Print out the article title

if(printTitle)

cat(paste(make.title(files[i]),"\n"))

# Update the lexicon due to this article.
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l <- update.lexicon(wordcount, w, lexicon, lex_max, lex_red)

lexicon <- l$lexicon

elimWords <- l$elimWords

# If words were eliminated from the lexicon, remove the columns from X

if(!is.null(elimWords))

{

mlgx <- 0

for(j in 1:length(X))

{

if(min(elimWords)<=length(X[[j]]))

{

X[[j]] <- X[[j]][-elimWords[elimWords<=length(X[[j]])]]

mlgx <- max(mlgx,length(X[[j]]))

}

}

for(j in 1:length(X))

{

nzp <- mlgx-length(X[[j]])

X[[j]] <- c(X[[j]],rep(0,nzp))

}

}

# Create y, a vector of word counts for this article.

y <- rep(0,length(lexicon$words))

m <- match(wordcount[,1],lexicon$words)

y[m] <- wordcount[,2]

# Make a vector for the IDF and use it to make the TFIDF vector for y

idf <- lexicon$docfreq^(-1)

y_tfidf <- y * log(idf)

# Now have to find the sim b/t this article and all graph nodes

s_temp <- graph.sim(y_tfidf, idf, X, stype)

# Now what to do with this article? (1) add into an existing node,

# (2) create a new node, (3) add into the oldest node.

if( max(s_temp)>tau && length(X)>4) # length(X)>4 forces the first 5 articles

{ # in separate nodes at creation of graph

if(printTitle)

cat("***** START putting article in node ****\n")

# Which is the highest similarity

m <- which.max(s_temp)

# Put the article into node m with beta equal to 1-similarity

beta <- 1-max(s_temp)

xnew <- article.into.node(m, files[i], nodeFilenames[[m]], beta, X, y,

printTitles=printTitle)

X[[m]] <- xnew
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# Get TFIDF from xnew

xnew_tfidf <- xnew * log(idf[1:length(xnew)])

# Find sim between all existing nodes and this newly modified node

s_temp2 <- graph.sim(xnew_tfidf, idf, X, stype)

# Put this into the sim matrix

S[m,] <- s_temp2

S[,m] <- s_temp2

# Reset node values

nodeTimer[m] <- Sys.time()

nodeFilenames[[m]] <- c(nodeFilenames[[m]],files[i])

nodeSims[[m]] <- c(nodeSims[[m]],max(s_temp))

if(printTitle)

cat("***** END putting article in node ****\n")

}

else if(length(X)<ord_max )

{

if(printTitle)

cat("***** CREATING a new node **************\n")

# Create a new node

# Put y (the counts) in X

X[[length(X)+1]] <- y

# Update (append) the similarity matrix

S <- cbind(S, s_temp)

S <- rbind(S, c(s_temp,1))

# Append the node values

nodeTimer[length(nodeTimer)+1] <- Sys.time()

nodeFilenames[[length(nodeFilenames)+1]] <- files[i]

nodeSims[[length(nodeSims)+1]] <- 99

}

# If you can’t accumulate or add a new node, add article to the oldest node.

else

{

if(printTitle)

cat("***** RESETTING an old node *************\n")

# Which is the oldest node - the last one to be modified

m <- which.min(nodeTimer)

# Put the article in that node

# beta=1.0 means that previous node counts will be forgotten

beta <- 1.0
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xnew <- article.into.node(m, files[i], nodeFilenames[[m]], beta, X, y,

printTitles=F)

X[[m]] <- xnew

# Get TFIDF from xnew

xnew_tfidf <- xnew * log(idf[1:length(xnew)])

# Find sim between all existing nodes and this newly modified node

s_temp2 <- graph.sim(xnew_tfidf, idf, X, stype)

# Put this into the sim matrix

S[m,] <- s_temp2

S[,m] <- s_temp2

# Reset node values

nodeTimer[m] <- Sys.time()

nodeFilenames[[m]] <- c(nodeFilenames[[m]],files[i])

nodeSims[[m]] <- c(nodeSims[[m]],s_temp[m]) # You can tell it was added to an

# old node because sim < tau

}

}#end the for loop

# Return

list(X=X, S=S, lexicon=lexicon, nodeTimer=nodeTimer, nodeFilenames=nodeFilenames,

nodeSims=nodeSims, tau=tau)

}#end the function

###################################################################################
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Function to update the lexicon after the observation of a text document

###################################################################################

# The following function updates an existing lexicon, given a set of words and

# counts from a new document. Here "lexicon", means a list containing the words

# in the lexicon, the document frequency for each word, and a timestamp for each

# word.

#

# wordcount is a data frame of dimension n x 2 where n is the number of unique

# words in the document. The first dimension contains the words and the second

# contains the occurrence of the words.

#

# w is the parameter on the exponential window approximation of the document

# frequency.

#

# lex.max is the maximum number of words in the lexicon. Once the lexicon reaches

# this length, lex.max*lex.red terms are removed from the lexicon.

#

# lexicon is the list containing words, docfreq, and timestamp

###################################################################################

update.lexicon <- function(wordcount, w, lexicon, lex.max, lex.red)

{

m <- match(wordcount[,1],lexicon$words) # Index into lexicon$words for words

# already in the lexicon

nnw <- sum(is.na(m)) # The number of new words

# If the lexicon is too large, remove words

if( (length(lexicon$words)+nnw) > lex.max)

{

nrem <- max(ceiling(lex.max*lex.red),nnw) # The number of words to remove

rind <- sort.list(lexicon$timestamp,decreasing=F)[1:nrem] # Their indices

wrem <- lexicon$words[rind] # The words to remove

# Don’t remove a word if it also exist in this doc (which would only happen if

# time documents are observed too fast for lex_max).

m2 <- match(wrem,wordcount[,1])

if(sum(!is.na(m2))>0)

{

rind <- rind[-which(!is.na(m2))]

}

lexicon$words <- lexicon$words[-rind]

lexicon$docfreq <- lexicon$docfreq[-rind]

lexicon$timestamp <- lexicon$timestamp[-rind]

elimWords <- rind

# Redo the index m

m <- match(wordcount[,1],lexicon$words)

}

else

{

elimWords <- NULL

}
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mlex <- match(lexicon$words,wordcount[,1]) # Same length as lexicon$words

# NA means lexicon$words not in doc

# For words in the lex but **not in this doc**, have to decrease the docf

for(j in which(is.na(mlex)))

{

lexicon$docfreq[j] <- (1 - w)*lexicon$docfreq[j]

# lexicon$timestamp won’t change since the word is not in this doc.

}

# For words already in the lexicon (& in this document):

for(j in which(!is.na(m)))

{

# Increase the doc freq (see NB p.38)

lexicon$docfreq[m[j]] <- w * 1 + (1 - w)*lexicon$docfreq[m[j]]

lexicon$timestamp[m[j]] <- Sys.time()

}

# Add onto the lexicon for words not in the lex

for(j in which(is.na(m)))

{

lexicon$words <- c(lexicon$words,paste(wordcount[j,1]))

lexicon$docfreq <- c(lexicon$docfreq,w)

lexicon$timestamp <- c(lexicon$timestamp,Sys.time())

}

# Return

list(lexicon=lexicon, elimWords=elimWords)

}

###################################################################################
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Function to add an article to a graph node

###################################################################################

# The following function is called from the function articles.to.graph

# It is used to add an article to an existing node.

#

# nodeNum is the number of the node to which you will add the article.

# thisFile is the full path name to the file/article that will be added to the node

# thisNodeFiles are all files in the node (only necessary if printTitles=T)

# beta is for the exponential average

# X is the list with word counts for each graph node

# y is the counts for this article

# if printTitles=T, prints to screen the node that the article is assigned to and

# the past titles in that node (from thisNodeFiles).

#

# Returns the wordcount vector for the node after the assignment of this article.

###################################################################################

article.into.node <- function(nodeNum, thisFile, thisNodeFiles, beta, X, y,

printTitles=TRUE)

{

# Print node number and article title

if(printTitles)

{

cat("*-----------------*\n")

cat(paste("Putting article \"",make.title(thisFile),"\" into node ",

nodeNum,"\n",sep=""))

cat("The files in the node are:\n")

for(i in 1:length(thisNodeFiles))

cat(paste(make.title(thisNodeFiles[i]),"\n"))

}

# Call the counts for the node "xpast" and the counts for the article "xnow"

xpast <- X[[nodeNum]]

xnow <- y

# Update for the words that were in xpast

xnew <- (1-beta)*xpast + beta*xnow[1:length(xpast)]

# Add in the new words that are in xnow but that weren’t in xpast

if(length(xnow)>length(xpast))

xnew <- c(xnew, xnow[(length(xpast)+1):length(xnow)])

# Return

xnew

}

###################################################################################
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Supporting functions

###################################################################################

# Function to find the similarity between an article’s tfidf vector and the tfidf

# vectors for all the nodes in a graph.

#

# y_tf is the article’s tfidf vector

# idf is the global IDF vector (for all words in the current lexicon)

# X is the list with wordcounts for the nodes in the graph

# stype is the type of similarity ("cos", "bin", "dot") and is passed to the

# function "sim" (see sim function below).

#

# Returns a vector of length n holding the similarity between the article and the

# n graph nodes

###################################################################################

graph.sim <- function(y_tf, idf, X, stype)

{

s_temp <- rep(0,length(X)) # For similarity to all nodes in X

for(j in 1:length(X))

{

# Create tfidf vector for node j

yj_tf <- X[[j]] * log(idf[1:length(X[[j]])])

# Find similarity - make the article vector the same length as the node vector

minLength <- min(length(y_tf),length(yj_tf))

s_temp[j] <- sim(y_tf[1:minLength],yj_tf[1:minLength],type=stype)

}

# Return

s_temp

}

###################################################################################
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###################################################################################

# Function to find the similarity between two vectors.

#

# x and y are the two vectors to compare.

# type is "bin" (binary), "cos" (cosine), or "dot" (dot product)

# -- "cos" returns the cosine of the angle between the vectors (x dot y)/(|x||y|)

# -- "dot" returns the dot product (same as cosine if the vectors are unit length)

# -- "bin" returns similarity equal to the number of words in the intersection

# divided by the square root of product of the number of words in each vector

#

# The vectors must be the same length unless type = "bin". In that case you can

# treat the shorter vector as zero-padded to the length of the longer vector and

# use the entire longer vector in the calculation of the denominator of the sim.

#

# Returns the similarity (a scalar)

###################################################################################

sim <- function(x,y,type)

{

if(!(type=="bin") & (length(x)!=length(y)))

stop("x and y must have same length (unless type=\"bin\")!\n")

if(is.na(match(type,c("bin","dot","cos"))))

stop("Not a valid similarity type!\n")

if(type=="bin")

{

if(length(x)>length(y))

{

xp <- x[1:length(y)]

yp <- y

}

else

{

yp <- y[1:length(x)]

xp <- x

}

s <- sum(xp*yp!=0)/(sqrt(sum(x!=0))*sqrt(sum(y!=0)))

}

if(type=="dot")

s <- sum(x*y)

if(type=="cos")

{

denom <- (sqrt(sum(x^2))*sqrt(sum(y^2)))

if(denom==0)

s <- 0

else

s <- sum(x*y)/denom

}
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# Return

s

}

###################################################################################
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###################################################################################

# Function to get the name of the original file from the name of the counted file.

# (This function is called by the make.title function and some plotting functions.)

# This function will only work for the way I named the news files and their

# resulting count files.

#

# Returns the full path name for the file that resulted in the word:count file

###################################################################################

make.origFilename <- function(filename)

{

parts <- unlist(strsplit(filename,"\/"))

origDir <- paste(parts[2:6],collapse="\/")

origDir <- paste("\/",origDir,sep="")

# Make the original filename from the counts filename

f <- strsplit(parts[8],"_")[[1]]

daytime <- unlist(strsplit(f[1],""))

year <- paste(daytime[1:4],collapse="")

month <- paste(daytime[5:6],collapse="")

mlet <- c("Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct","Nov","Dec")

a <- match(month,c("01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12"))

month <- mlet[a]

day <- paste(daytime[7:8],collapse="")

time <- paste(daytime[9:14],collapse="")

origFilename <- paste("c",time,"_",day,month,year,"_",f[2],"_",f[3],sep="")

fullFilename <- paste(origDir,origFilename,sep="\/")

# Return

fullFilename

}

###################################################################################
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###################################################################################

# Function to get an article’s title given the filename (full path name) of the

# counted file. This only works reliably on my news and enron email files.

#

# To use the above functions on other data, change this function or pass the title

# to this function (so this function does nothing but return the title you pass it).

#

# For news articles, the function finds the original file and reads its first line

# (which should be its title due to the way I parsed the articles). For the enron

# emails, it finds the email subject line.

###################################################################################

make.title <- function(filename, title=NULL)

{

# The news articles have filenames that start with 6 numbers while the email

# filenames don’t. So if title=NULL, this will think anything that starts with 6

# numbers is an news article (type=1) and otherwise is an email (type=2).

endFilename <- tail(unlist(strsplit(filename,"/")),1)

if(is.null(title))

{

type <- ifelse(is.na(as.numeric(substring(endFilename,1,6))),2,1)

}

else

{

type <- 3

}

# If news, read the article title from the first line of the original file

if(type==1)

{

fullFilename <- make.origFilename(filename)

# Read in the title from the original file

st <- scan(fullFilename,what=character(),nlines=1,quiet=T)

ttl <- paste(st[1:length(st)],collapse=" ")

}

# If email, use the subject as the title

if(type==2)

{

endFilename <- strsplit(endFilename,"_")[[1]][1]

fullFilename <- paste("/mnt/usb/lily/home/eleeds/enron/byWeek/Week149/",

endFilename,sep="")

theLines <- scan(fullFilename,what="",sep="\n")

ttl <- NULL

for(i in 1:length(theLines))

{

if(!is.na(pmatch("Subject:",theLines[i])))

{

ttl <- theLines[i]

ttl <- strsplit(ttl,"Subject: ")[[1]][2]

break;
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}

}

if(is.null(ttl))

ttl <- " "

}

if(type==3)

{

ttl <- title

}

# Return

ttl

}

###################################################################################
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Plotting functions

###################################################################################

# A function to draw each graph node as a rectangle in a grid and plot the top k

# tfidf-valued words from each node in its rectangle. Writes words with font size

# proportional to tfidf value. This is used to display the graph at any point in

# time or called repeatedly to create a series of images for an animation.

#

# Z is the graph information (the list) returned from articles.to.graph function

# nr and nc are number of rows and columns to use in the layout

# nwds is the number of words to display in each node

#

# nodeList is a subset of the nodes (used if you only want to display a few nodes

# in a large graph). Might not work with all plot options.

# If plotEdges=T, the edges between graph nodes are plotted with line thickness

# proportional to edge weight (see code for details). The locations of the nodes

# are randomly perturbed from the center of the rectangles since otherwise there

# would be over-plotting of the edges. But if calling the function repeatedly,

# we want the same locations to be used, so the seed is set before the random

# part of the locations are assigned.

# padding is the space in the top and bottom of the cell that we won’t write in.

# minFont and maxFont are the min and max cex value to use when writing the words.

# polyColor is the background color of the rectangles. If colorByAge=T, this is

# ignored and rectangle colors are based on the "age" of the node.

# outlineColor is the color to outline the node to which the last articles was

# assigned. If you don’t want to do this, set outlineColor=NULL

# titleColor is the color to use to display the title of the last article assigned

# to each node

# colorByAge (see comment for polyColor)

# dispArtSymbol and dispArtNumber if T will display the number of articles assigned

# to each node by using either a bar graph or just writing out the number.

# nTChar is the number of Title Characters to display. It is used to write out the

# title of the last article assigned to each node. If nTChar=0 (default), nothing

# will be written out. Set it to something high to see the whole title (1000) or

# to something low (like 20 to see the first 20 characters of the title).

# dispNodeNum if T (not the default) will label rectangles by their node number in

# the upper RH corner.

#

# Returns last.words which is a list holding the words displayed in the plot. This

# is needed if you call the graph a second time so that the order of words is kept

# close to the order in the previous plot.

###################################################################################

graph.nodes.pict <- function(Z,nr,nc,nwds=3,last.words=NULL,nodeList=NULL,

plotEdges=F,padding=0.1,minFont=0.8,maxFont=3.8,

polyColor="darkgray",outlineColor="#377EB8",

titleColor="#377EB8",colorByAge=F,dispArtSymbol=F,

dispArtNumber=F,nTChar=0,dispNodeNum=F,

tCex=0.7,tPadX=0.02,tPadY=0.02)

{

n <- length(Z$X) #The order of the graph

if(is.null(nodeList))

{
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nodeList <- 1:n

}

else

{

cat("This probably won’t work with the nodeList being a subset of the

nodes...\n")

}

if(length(nodeList)>(nr*nc))

{

stop("Layout is too small to plot all nodes.\n")

}

# Set up the plot region

par(mar=c(0,0,0,0))

plot(0,type="n",xlim=c(0,nc),ylim=c(0,nr),xlab="",ylab="",axes=F)

# Get the coordinates for the center of each rectangle

centers <- matrix(0,nrow=nr*nc,ncol=2)

k <- 1

for(i in nr:1)

for(j in 1:nc)

{

centers[k,] <- c(j-.5,i-.5)

k <- k + 1

}

# If colorByAge=T, the colors for the polygons are determined by the time since

# the node was last updated.

if(colorByAge)

{

nodeRelAge <- Z$nodeTimer - min(Z$nodeTimer)

nodeRelAge <- as.numeric(nodeRelAge)

# The node with 0 is the oldest and the node with the max is the newest.

# Want whitesmoke (245,245,245) to be the newest and darkgrey (169,169,169) to

# be the oldest.

colStep <- (245-169)/length(nodeRelAge)

colStep <- round(colStep)

ordAgeDecr <- sort.list(nodeRelAge)

polyColors <- rep(0,length(nodeRelAge))

for(i in 1:length(nodeRelAge))

polyColors[ordAgeDecr[i]] <- 169 + colStep*i

rgbColors <- unlist(lapply(polyColors,function(x) rgb(x,x,x,max=255)))

polyColors <- rgbColors

r <- nr*nc - length(rgbColors)

if(r > 0)

polyColors <- c(polyColors, rep(rgb(245,245,245,max=255),r))

}

else
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{

polyColors <- rep(polyColor, nr*nc)

}

# Draw the rectangles for each node

ppad <- .05

for(k in 1:(nr*nc))

{

xa <- centers[k,1]-.5+.5*ppad

xb <- centers[k,1]+.5-.5*ppad

ya <- centers[k,2]-.5

yb <- centers[k,2]+.5-ppad

polygon(c(xa,xb,xb,xa),y=c(ya,ya,yb,yb),col=polyColors[k],border=NA)

}

# Find the number of articles assigned to each node since the last time the node

# was reset.

nArticles <- rep(0,length(Z$nodeSims))

for(i in 1:length(Z$nodeSims))

{

if(sum(Z$nodeSims[[i]]>Z$tau)==length(Z$nodeSims[[i]]))

nArticles[i] <- length(Z$nodeSims[[i]])

else

nArticles[i] <- length(Z$nodeSims[[i]])-max(which(Z$nodeSims[[i]]<Z$tau))+1

}

# Now draw a bar of dots or squares (pch=15) to indicate how many articles were

# in the node since the last time the node was reset.

if(dispArtSymbol)

{

dotSpace <- .045

for(i in 1:length(nArticles))

{

for(k in 1:nArticles[i])

{

points(centers[i,1]+.5-.5*padding,y=centers[i,2]-.5+.5*padding+(k-1)*

dotSpace,pch=22,cex=1,col="slategray4",bg="slategray2")

}

}

}

# Instead of above, just write out the number of articles assigned to each node

# in the lower RH corner of the node

if(dispArtNumber)

{

for(i in 1:length(nArticles))

{
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text(centers[i,1]+.5-padding,y=centers[i,2]+.5-3*tPadY,

paste("(",nArticles[i],")",sep=""),cex=tCex,col=titleColor,pos=4)

}

}

# For the option to display the graph edges

if(plotEdges)

{

# Make the plotting location of the nodes (called gpoints) by randomly moving

# the nodes from center of their rectangles

set.seed(1)

jiggle <- matrix(runif(2*nrow(centers),0,.4),nrow=nrow(centers),ncol=2)

gpoints <- centers+jiggle

# Now recreate the adjacency matrix - Get the true adj matrix at the time that

# the graph stopped. This will be the edge weights (EW)

EW <- matrix(0,nrow=length(nodeList),ncol=length(nodeList))

logIDF <- log(1/Z$lexicon$docfreq)

for(i in 1:(length(nodeList)-1))

{

xa <- Z$X[[nodeList[i]]]*logIDF[1:length(Z$X[[nodeList[i]]])]

for(j in (i+1):length(nodeList))

{

ya <- Z$X[[nodeList[j]]]*logIDF[1:length(Z$X[[nodeList[j]]])]

m <- min(length(xa),length(ya))

EW[i,j] <- sim(xa[1:m],ya[1:m],"cos")

EW[j,i] <- EW[i,j]

}

}

# Adjust the weights

sumEW <- summary(as.vector(EW[lower.tri(EW)]))

# The new weight will be called EW2

EW2 <- EW

# If less than 1st quartile, go to 0

EW2[EW<sumEW[2]] <- 0

# If greater than 1st quartile, go to 0

EW2[EW>=sumEW[2]] <- 0

# If greater than the MEDIAN, go to 1

EW2[EW>=sumEW[3]] <- 1

# If greater than 3rd quartile, go to 2

EW2[EW>=sumEW[5]] <- 2

# Draw the lines with these thicknesses

for(i in 1:(length(nodeList)-1))

for(j in (i+1):length(nodeList))

{

if(EW2[i,j]>0)

{

lines(c(gpoints[i,1],gpoints[j,1]),y=c(gpoints[i,2],gpoints[j,2]),

col="white",lwd=EW2[i,j])

}
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}

# Draw the point for the vertices

points(gpoints,col="white",pch=19,cex=1.2)

}

# Outline the cell that the last article went into

if(!is.null(outlineColor))

{

lastNode <- which.max(G$nodeTimer)

k <- lastNode

ppad <- .05

xa <- centers[k,1]-.5+.5*ppad

xb <- centers[k,1]+.5-.5*ppad

ya <- centers[k,2]-.5

yb <- centers[k,2]+.5-ppad

polygon(c(xa,xb,xb,xa),y=c(ya,ya,yb,yb),border=outlineColor,lty=1,lwd=4)

}

# Get word weights for the graph nodes at this point in time

idf <- 1/Z$lexicon$docfreq

# Get the words and weights for each node

words <- list()

wdWts <- matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=nwds)

for(i in 1:length(nodeList))

{

counts <- Z$X[[nodeList[i]]]

weights <- counts * log(idf[1:length(counts)])

wdInds <- sort.list(weights,decreasing=T)[1:nwds]

words[[i]] <- Z$lexicon$words[wdInds]

wdWts[i,] <- weights[wdInds]

}

# Now make font sizes based on word tfidf values (wdWts)

rng <- range(wdWts)

c <- minFont

y <- maxFont - c #y will be the span of the font sizes

wdCex <- y*((wdWts-rng[1])/(rng[2]-rng[1])+c/y)

wsy <- seq(0+padding,1-padding,length=nwds)

# If this is the first in a series of pictures, the word order for each node

# doesn’t matter and can be the same as in the list "words". But if this is

# a series of plots, we might need change the display order of words within

# a node in order to minimize the times the words swap order. Suppose we’re

# plotting 3 words per node. Then words[[i]] will be the 3 words displayed

# for node i. Suppose words[[i]][1] is "cat" while last.words[[i]][2] was "cat".

# Then we want "cat" to stay in position 2.

if(is.null(last.words))
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{

new.word.inds <- list()

for(i in 1:length(words))

new.word.inds[[i]] <- c(1:nwds)

}

else

{

new.word.inds <- list()

for(i in 1:length(last.words))

{

new.word.inds[[i]] <- rep(0,nwds)

a <- which(words[[i]] %in% last.words[[i]])

if(length(a)>0)

{

w <- rep(0,length(a))

for(j in 1:length(a))

{

w[j] <- which(last.words[[i]]==words[[i]][a[j]])

new.word.inds[[i]][w[j]] <- a[j]

}

if(length(a)<nwds)

{

new.word.inds[[i]][-w] <- c(1:nwds)[-a]

}

}

else

{

new.word.inds[[i]] <- c(1:nwds)

}

}

if(length(last.words)<length(words))

{

for(i in (length(last.words)+1):length(words))

{

new.word.inds[[i]] <- c(1:nwds)

}

}

}

# Save this word ordering for next time (this will be what is returned

# from the function).

last.words <- list()

for(i in 1:length(Z$X))

{

last.words[[i]] <- words[[i]][new.word.inds[[i]]]

}

# Now print the words.

# The order to display the words should be words[[k]][new.word.inds[[k]]] with
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# font size given by wdCex[k,new.word.inds[[k]]]

for(i in 1:length(nodeList))

for(j in 1:nwds)

{

jprime <- new.word.inds[[i]][j]

text(centers[i,1],y=centers[i,2]-.5+wsy[j],words[[i]][jprime],

cex=wdCex[i,jprime])

}

# Write the title of the last article in the bottom

if(nTChar>0)

{

for(i in 1:length(nodeList))

{

ttl <- make.title(tail(Z$nodeFilenames[[nodeList[i]]],1))

ttl2 <- substr(ttl,1,nTChar)

l2 <- length(unlist(strsplit(ttl2," ")))

finalTitle <- ifelse( (unlist(strsplit(ttl2," "))[l2]==

unlist(strsplit(ttl, " "))[l2]), ttl2,

paste(unlist(strsplit(ttl," "))[1:l2-1],collapse=" ") )

text(centers[i,1],y=centers[i,2]-.5+tPadY,finalTitle,cex=tCex,col=titleColor)

}

}

# Write the node number in the top left hand corner of each cell

if(dispNodeNum)

{

for(i in 1:length(nodeList))

{

text(centers[i,1]-.5+tPadX,y=centers[i,2]+.5-3*tPadY,nodeList[i],cex=tCex,

col=titleColor,pos=4)

}

}

# Return

last.words

}

###################################################################################
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###################################################################################

# A function to make an HTML file for any node in the graph. The HTML file will

# have 3 frames: one containing the words in the node with font size proportional

# to tfidf value; one containing the articles assigned to the node since the last

# time the node was reset (with working links for my news articles); and one

# containing the last article assigned to the node with font size proportional to

# tfidf value.

#

# Z is the graph information (the list) returned from articles.to.graph function.

# nodeNumber is the node to make the HTML file for.

# fileName is the name given to the HTML file

# nWds is the number of words in the node to write out to the file. If NULL (the

# default) it will write out all words in the node. Otherwise it will write the

# words with the highest tfidf value.

# eps is a threshold. Words with tfidf value lower than this will not be written

# out to the file. The default is eps=0 which results in all words written out

# (since all tfidf values are >= 0).

# artScale

# idfOnly is used to make font sizes based on global idf (not tfidf). Not the

# default

# dispLastArt whether to display the last article assigned to the node with

# variable font size (which you should only do if you didn’t stem)

#

# Returns nothing.

###################################################################################

make.html <- function(Z, nodeNumber, fileName, nWds=NULL, eps=0, artScale=1,

idfOnly=F, dispLastArt=T)

{

k <- nodeNumber

y <- Z$X[[k]]* log(1/Z$lexicon$docfreq[1:length(Z$X[[k]])])

if( is.null(nWds) || (nWds>sum(y>eps)) )

nWds <- sum(y>eps)

wds <- Z$lexicon$words[sort.list(y,decreasing=T)[1:nWds]]

wts <- y[sort.list(y,decreasing=T)[1:nWds]]

ord <- sort.list(wds)

### Make the html file - HEADING STUFF

fileHead <- paste(" <!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC \"-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN\">

<HTML>

<head>

<title> Node ",nodeNumber,

" </title>

</head>

<BODY LANG=\"en-US\">

<h1> Node ",nodeNumber,

" </h1>",sep="")

write(fileHead, file=fileName)

### Write the words to the file
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divBox <- " <div style=\"border: dashed thin black; margin: 1em; padding: 1em;

line-height: 30px;\"> "

write(divBox,file=fileName,append=TRUE)

for(i in 1:nWds)

{

wordi <- wds[ord[i]]

fs <- wts[ord[i]]

w <- paste("<FONT SIZE=",fs,">",wordi,"</FONT>",sep="")

write(w,file=fileName,append=TRUE)

}

write("</div>", file=fileName, append=TRUE)

### Add the titles for the article in the node

### Also indent titles to help see similarity - (NOTE - this won’t work in all

### browsers!!)

write("<h1>The titles</h1>",file=fileName,append=TRUE)

divBox <- " <div style=\"border: dashed thin black; margin: 1em; padding: 1em;

line-height: 30px;\"> "

write(divBox, file=fileName, append=TRUE)

nt <- length(Z$nodeFilenames[[k]])

for(i in nt:1)

{

ttl <- make.title(Z$nodeFilenames[[k]][i])

# if the first title, no indent, else use similarity to indent

indent <- ifelse(i==1,0,round(Z$nodeSims[[k]][i]*100))

spaces <- paste(rep("&#160",indent),collapse=" ")

filename <- Z$nodeFilenames[[k]][i]

endFilename <- tail(unlist(strsplit(filename,"/")),1)

type <- ifelse(is.na(as.numeric(substring(endFilename,1,6))),2,1)

# If news, can use make.origFilename function

if(type==1)

{

fullFilename <- make.origFilename(filename)

}

# If email, do the following

if(type==2)

{

endFilename <- strsplit(endFilename,"_")[[1]][1]

fullFilename <- paste("/mnt/usb/lily/home/eleeds/enron/byWeek/Week149/",

endFilename,sep="")

}

theLine <- paste("<FONT SIZE=2> <a href=\"file://",

fullFilename,"\">",spaces,ttl,"</a></FONT>",sep="")

write(theLine,file=fileName,append=TRUE)

write("<BR>",file=fileName,append=TRUE)

}

write("</div>", file=fileName, append=TRUE)

if(dispLastArt)

{

### Display the last article with variable font size
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write("<h1>The last article</h1>",file=fileName,append=TRUE)

divBox <- " <div style=\"border: dashed thin black; margin: 1em; padding: 1em;

line-height: 30px;\"> "

write(divBox, file=fileName, append=TRUE)

# Do stuff

require(serendipity) #for stemmer and stripjunk

# Read in article counts from the count file

wc <- read.table(Z$nodeFilenames[[k]][length(Z$nodeFilenames[[k]])])

# Find TFIDF values for the words in wc

mwcl <- match(paste(wc[,1]," ",sep=""),Z$lexicon$words)

counts <- wc[,3]

idfs <- 1/Z$lexicon$docfreq[mwcl]

if(idfOnly)

{

y <- log(idfs)

}

else

{

y <- counts * log(idfs)

}

# y holds the font sizes for the words in wc

theLines <- scan(make.origFilename(tail(Z$nodeFilenames[[k]],1)),

what="",sep="\n")

for(i in 1:length(theLines))

{

if(theLines[i]!=" ")

{

write(theLines[i],file="tempLine")

stripjunk("tempLine","tempStrip")

thisLineStrip <- scan("tempStrip",what="")

thisLineStem <- stemmer(thisLineStrip)

for(j in 1:length(thisLineStem))

{

wordj <- thisLineStem[j]

fs <- artScale*y[match(wordj,wc[,1])]

w <- paste("<FONT SIZE=",fs,">",thisLineStrip[j],"</FONT>",sep="")

write(w,file=fileName,append=TRUE)

}

}

else

{

# Put a line break and extra line this is a blank line

write("<br><br>",file=fileName,append=TRUE)

}

}

write("</div>", file=fileName, append=TRUE)

}

### End the file

fileTerm <- " </body>

</HTML> "
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write(fileTerm, file=fileName, append=TRUE)

}

###################################################################################
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###################################################################################

# Function to plot graph (returned from articles.to.graph) using spectral graph

# projection.

#

# G is the list returned from articles.to.graph

# colors is used to color the plotted points.

#

# Draws the plot and returns the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian

###################################################################################

graph.sgp <- function(G, colors=NA)

{

n <- length(G$X) # The order of the graph

# Get the approximated adjacency matrix of the graph

A1 <- G$S

# Recreate the true adjacency matrix at the time that the graph stopped

A2 <- matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=n)

logIDF <- log(1/G$lexicon$docfreq)

for(i in 1:(n-1))

{

xa <- G$X[[i]]*logIDF[1:length(G$X[[i]])]

for(j in (i+1):n)

{

ya <- G$X[[j]]*logIDF[1:length(G$X[[j]])]

m <- min(length(xa),length(ya))

A2[i,j] <- sim(xa[1:m],ya[1:m],"cos")

A2[j,i] <- A2[i,j]

}

}

# Get the Laplacian

D <- matrix(0,n,n)

diag(D) <- apply(A2,1,sum)

L <- D - A2

D2 <- diag(1/sqrt(diag(D)))

L2 <- D2 %*% L %*% D2

el2 <- eigen(L2)

V <- el2$vectors

lam <- el2$values

if(is.na(colors))

colors <- rep(1,n)

x11()

pairs(V[,(n-1):(n-4)],col=colors)

# Return

list(evectors=V, evalues=lam)

}

###################################################################################
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